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ABSTRACT 

Interest in risk management has increased in recent years. many 

studies concerning risk and insurance theory have appeared. These 

have been aimed at defining the risks and finding the most suitable 

methods to control them and their effects as well as minimizing the 

costs. 

- The interest of the reinsurer in risk management, and his success 

in limiting his risks and hence in increasing his insuring capacity 

and achieving a balance in his portfolio is an important starting 

point to overcome many of the problems which confront the insurance 

and reinsurance markets. 

The capacity of the different insurance corporations and the mar- 

kets as a whole depends on the capacity of the reinsurance markets to 

provide the essential covers for risks which are accepted by the in- 

surance companies. The need to increase the capacity is not 

restricted only to the developing insurance markets, but it has become 

more important for the developed markets because of the nature of 

risks resulting from scientific advancement and changes in the 

economic, financial and social environment of insurance enterprises. 

This study concerns the general framework of risk theory, risk 

definition, classification and measurement and of methods of risk 
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management in order to allow the theory and its applications to be in- 

troduced into the various fields which are beset by risk. 

The study reviews the division and analyses of the risks which are 

confronted by the reinsurer, whether they are related to each type of 

primary risk or to reinsurance risk or to the political, social and 

economic elements in the enviroment. 

It also studies and analyses the methods which are already used,, 

and those which can be used by the reinsurer in managing the risks 

which confront him. 

The study concentrates on the technical aspects of the contractual 

and management devices as well as the underwriting and retention deci- 

sions as the most effective methods of managing these risks. This is 

done by studying the factors which affect the decisions as indicated 

by a quantitative survey by the researcher. 
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CHAPTER CNE 

INUDDUCTION 

Insurance and reinsurance operations play a vital and important 

role in an era in which science and technology have developed rapidly. 

Insurance has contributed to, and at the same time has been affected 

by, the large increase in the values of the properties and in the 

volume of industries, finance projects and the capital invested. 

It is difficult to identify the numerous variables in every society 

and the risk covers which the insurance corporations provide for in- 

dividuals and projects, especially in the security which is supplied 

in return for low cost. These costs or premiums constitute by their 

nature a part of the costs of production, whether at the level of the 

project or in society, are relatively low. Also the funds, which 

these corporations invest in the different fields of investment, are 

very important for any country in implementing its develpment plan 

regardless of its economic system. 

with the expansion of the risks to which individuals and the 

projects are exposed, the insurance corporations,, with their limited 

capacity, become unable to supply protection on their own. This is 

why reinsurance covers are considered the most important device to 

which the insurance companies resort to confront the financial result 
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of the risks to which they are exposed, i. e. the insurance covers 

which are given by them to individuals and projects. It is also one 

of the most effective methods to increase their ability and capacity 

to provide new insurance covers for larger individual risks. 

A dominant characteristic in the reinsurance covers offered in the 

international market has been the growing tendency for the individual 

risks to be spread among many reinsurers in different countries. A 

single claim may have ramifications all over the world. 

Reinsurance, nowadays, carries the major burden of the very large 

losses due to major disasters of various kinds. These large claims 

may be the result of natural disasters such as earthquakes, volcano 

eruptions, hurricanes, or the result of risks connected with scien- 

tific and technical progress, such as nuclear power, space voyages, or 

the introduction of jumbojets or large tankers, and this involves the 

investment of billions of pounds. 

For primarily national, political and economic reasons many coun- 

tries, especially the developing countries,, have resorted to the im- 

position of restrictions on insurance operations in general, and on 

reinsurance operations in particular. In many countries national 

reinsurance companies have been established. This action was aimed at 

increasing the national retention and restricting the outward flow of 

foreign currency and retaining the invested funds within the countries 

for their own development plans. Many of these national companies, 
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which are new to the field of reinsurance, initially lack experience, 

yet their activity is spread worldwide in the international rein- 

surance markets, in which the conditions and the nature of covers are 

developing rapidly. Therefore many of these companies with their 

limited means can not properly assess the overall risks attached, as 

the effective factors overlap and satisfactory prediction of results 

becanes difficult. 

Owing to the international nature of reinsurance operations the 

reinsurers are affected by any instability in the international 

monetary systems. Hence any instability in the exchange rates of the 

various currencies arising from domestic economic problems in in- 

dividual countries is a serious problem. The reinsurer is exposed to 

additional risks as a result of fluctuation in the values of the cur- 

rencies and in their exchange rates, in addition to inflation which is 

widespread in the world. These risks are difficult to isolate and to 

assess in relation to reinsurer business. 

There is an increasing tendency for large individual projects to 

rely on self insurance, and to go to the reinsurance market to obtain 

reinsurance covers. "Blind" reinsurance covers have appeared ie. 

those in respect of which the reinsurer lacks essential information 

concerning the covers in which he participates, and the risks to which 

he is exposed as an insurer. 
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All these factors operating together have created obstacles to the 

development of the reinsurance market and, even for the specialised 

reinsurer, in determining and specifying the risks which are related 

to reinsurance activity. These difficulties have not only forced the 

reinsurer to put more restrictions on his underwriting and acceptance 

operations, but also, to resort to the preparation of more reinsurance 

covers to reduce liabilities and limit the risks to which the opera- 

tion is exposed. 

1.1 The Purpose of The Study 

This study is aimed primarily at defining the practical means and 

devices which can help the reinsurer to study the potential losses to 

which he is exposed, and to select the optimal methods to manage these 

risks. 

This can only be done in the light of a clear and specific defini- 

tion of what is meant by "risk", its classification and the methods by 

which risks can be identified, measured and managed within a com- 

prehensive theory for risk and insurance embracing the variables which 

are manifold in the international market. It is hoped that this will 

lead to an increase in the capacity of the various companies and mar- 

kets, as well as in their ability to face up to the large increase in 

insurance funds and to supply protection and security. 
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1.2 Outline of The Study 

The thesis consists of five chapters in addition to this introduc- 

tory chapter. 

CHAPTER TWO: reviews the risk definitions, classifications and methods 

of risk management in order to reach a clear and specific definition 

of risk in reinsurance, which is the subject matter of the study, and 

which may help in identifying risks and the optimal methods to control 

them and limit their effects. 

CHAPTER THREE: covers the main risks which face the reinsurer in the 

light of the risk definition and classification in chapter one. Con- 

cerning the risks related to the nature of activity,, this chapter has 

distinguished between "follow the fortune" risks and the technical 

reinsurance risks. In studyingrisks which are related to society it 

has distinguished between the political, economic, social risks, and 

the natural risks. 

CHAPTER FOUR: deals with the methods used by reinsurers to manage 

risks. The purpose is to assess these methods, and to review the 

methods which can be further developed and used for managing risks. 

This chapter includes a study of technical,, contractual, and manage- 

ment means which are used to reduce the chance of risk occurrence. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: reviews the technical and contractual methods which 

reduce the severity of losses. Both retrocession covers and deter- 

mination of retention are studied as the main methods for controlling 

the severity of losses in reinsurance business. 

CHAPTER SIX: includes a review of the principal points of the study 

and the results and reccmendations which can be inferred, and which 

can enable the reinsurer and reinsurance companies to'conduct a prac- 

tical study of- risks which confront them and to effectively manage 

their risks. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

RISK IN REINSURANCE 

2.1 Introduction 

Insurance and reinsurance enterprises, like all corporation are ex- 

posed to two kinds of risks. The first is concerned with the type of 

activities it undertakes, and the second with Political, economic and 

social factors prevailing in the society in which the activities are 

undertaken. 

It is essential, before beginning to study the risks faced by the 

reinsurer and the different ways of dealing with these risks, to 

define some terms and definitions which are related to risk and to in- 

surance theory. 

Therefore, in this chapter, attention is given to risk in general, 

risk definitions, determining risks, classification of risks and 

methods of risk management from the point of view of individuals, cor- 

porations, insurance and reinsurance enterprises 
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2.2 Risk Definition 

Risk arises in many fields, therefore, it has many definitions. 

But there are inadequacies in each of these definitions. Perhaps the 

principal source of these inadequacies lies in the purposes for which 

the definitions are sought (Pfeffer, 1956). At the same time,, the 

definition of risk varies even within insurance terminology. This has 

led to several contradictory definitions, and consequent difficulties 

in using any one of them for the purpose of all studies or for all 

subjects. 

Although, there are obvious differences between these definitions, 

they can be grouped into three main categories :- 

1- Definitions concerned with the material event. 

2- Definitions concerned with mental state. 

3- Definitions concerned with financial loss. 

2.2.1 Risk as A Material Event 

Sane risk definitions are based on the material event which causes 

the loss. From this point of views,, the risk is defined as; the 

probability of an event which results in a loss ( R. S. Group, 1983); 

chance of loss; the possibility of loss (Riegl and Miller, 1966). 

7hese are expressed as the relative frequency of occurrence of event 

"E" in the sample space "S". 
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Number of occurrence of the loss provoking event E 
PW= 

Total number of trials S 

P (x) 9 +l. 0 

Note that the event is a possibility and not a certainty, and the 

result must be a financial loss. 

These definitions have been criticised as they depend on the 

probability of the event and do not take into consideration the size 

of loss. The probability of an event may be small but may result in a 

large amount of loss (Gahin, 1968). Also these definitions concern 

the financial loss only while there are other outcomes than financial 

loss (See 2.2.3). 

2.2.2 Risk as A Psychological State 

This group of definitions is based on the mental attitude towards 

risk. From this point of views risk is defined as; uncertainty (Kulp,, 

1928 and Willett 1951); uncertainty regarding the loss (Denenberg, 

1974); uncertainty concerning the outcome (William, 1971); the uncer- 

tainty concerning a possible loss (Dorfman, 1982). Crave (1979) 

defines risk as uncertainty about future loss, or, the inability to 

predict the occurrence or size of loss. 

These definitions depend on doubt which is a mental state and is 

dificult to assess; it varies from person to person, for any given 

person from time to time, and may be lead to hesitation in making 

decisions. 
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Pfeffer (1956) distinguished between risk as a group of causes 

measured by probabilities and uncertainty as a state of mind relative 

to the facts of a specific situation, which only reflects a person's 

knowledge,, his feeling and his strength of conviction about any given 

matter. Also uncertainty is nil when the probability of an event is 

either unity or zero, and the uncertainty is at maximum when the 

probabilities of occurrence and non-occurrence of a given event are 

equal (Pfeffer, 1956). The formula of risk according to the binomial 

distribution (William, 1971) is expressed by :- 

Risk =Vn. p pn 

=0 when P=0 or 1 

Where n is the number of exposure units and 

p is the probability of occurrence of the event 

Gahin (1968) criticised these definitions of risk as in contradic- 

tion with modern management, where the administration of projects is 

different from its ownership, and where the management of these 

projects can not depend on doubt and uncertainty in making decisions. 

2.2.3 Risk as A Financial loss 

In this group, risk is defined as, the probability of loss as a 

result of an event (Gahin, 1968); the variation in the possible out- 

comes that exist in nature in a given situation (William, 1971); the 

variation in possible outcomes of an event based on chance (Dorfman, 

1982). 
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Gahine and Jargeisen (1971) have defined risk in this formula :- 

+x( \/--n- 1)- 

\/-n- 

Where n= the number of exposure units 

X= the loss ratio expected 

The risk coefficient 

Thus the risk varies inversely with the square root of the number 

of exposure units, but directly with loss probability. , 

These definitions have succeeded in linking the material event with 

the value of the loss, i. e. the financial loss in the scope of the 

probability theorem. But, it defines the risk as the financial loss 

only, while in some subjects, risk may have indirect financial loss, 

and in others it can not be expressed in terms of finance. 

Therefore, the main problem facing those who are interested in risk 

study, are those differences in definitions related to technical, so- 

cial; economic and insurance studies. Thus any definition of risk 

should :- 

1- Contribute to the detemination, assessment, and measurement of 

risk. 
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2- Express the result whether financial or not. 

3- Give more attention to the factors of risk. 

Taking these into consideration, risk should be defined as the 

potential effects of a group of factors which influence in an un- 

desirable way the results of a specific situation. Thus, the defini- 

tion is concerned with risk effects as well as risk hazards or fac- 

tors, as they are the two essential elements in any study of risk. It 

unifies the meaning of risk as a term in the different studies; it 

also concentrates on studying factors of riskr and contains various 

concepts of other definitions as below :- 

I- The suggested definition is concerned with the material event 

through studying various causative factors, and its undesirable 

effects. 

2- It depends on the factors causing doubt and uncertainty, and not 

on the doubt and ' uncertainty itself. The first is subject to 

study and analyses, while the second is an expression of the men- 

tal state of a person taking the decision. 

3- It is concerned with the financial loss, the deviation between 

the actual and expected results, as well as with the non- 

financial results. 

4- The main concern of social, legal, technical and scientific 

studies of risk is with its causes as well as with seeking to 

control its existence and to limit its consequences. 
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5- It helps in distinguishing between risk and risk-taking, where 

the meaning of risk-taking is wider because it involves the 

chance of gain and loss, while risk is concerned solely with 

loss. 

2.3 Definition of Risk in Insurance and Reinsurance 

The writers and researcher's definitions of risk have been affected 

by the practical rules and regulation which are established in in- 

surance markets. The definitions of risk as probable financial loss 

i. e. the probability of an event which could result in financial loss 

is, in fact, a definition conditioned by the financial outlook of an 

insurance enterprise with regard to the insured risks. 

Although the scope of "risk" is wider and more general than that in 

insurance, nevertheless, some authors have tried to provide a separate 

definition of risk from the insurance point of view. Thus they define 

risk as a subject of insurance for individuals and properties (Wil- 

liam,, 1971). Risk is also defined as a property or an interest 

protected by insurance (Goshay, 1964). 

Also risk is defined from an insurance and reinsurance company's 

point of view as; the uncertainty attached to the proposition and as 

to the deviation in probable results in a particular situation (Wil- 

liam, 1971). And from the reinsurer's point of view as a group of 

factors which affect the result of reinsurance covers, whether good or 

bad (Habib, 1966). 
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There is confusion between the original insured risks and the 

risks which the insurance and reinsurance companies are exposed to as 

commercial enterprises. It is important to note that the concept here 

is not the risk of the claim and its expected amount, which concern 

actuaries who make calculations of the premium required to cover in- 

surance in the long-run (on the basis of probability mathematics), but 

the risk of a claim in excess the expectation covered by premium ie. 

a loss. There is no conflict between the actuary and the under- 

writers, the latter, operating against market forces, decides whether 

to insure at all and if so what are the possibilities of an operating 

loss. So in the present context the occurrence of original risk was 

not considered a risk facing them if the losses would not exceed the 

premiums in any period, or when the deviation was in the direction of 

more profit. 

7he reinsurers, like the direct insurers, are concerned with the 

uncertainty related to future events which result in losses (Carter, 

1979). They have given more attention to the factors affecting the 

underwriting result. Thus, the definition of risk, as the potential 

effects of a group of factors which influence in an undesirable way, 

the result is identical with the view of insurer and reinsurer enter- 

prises with regard to the risk not on the basis of the original in- 

surance risk covers,, but in the form of undesirable deviation in the 

actual results from those expected and used in risk rating and making 

the underwriting decision. 
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2.4 Classification of Risk 

Classifications of risks into homogeneous groups makes the detec- 

tion and determination of risks easier for individuals and enter- 

prises. This has to be done through a comprehensive study of dif- 

ferent aspects of present and future activities and of all decisions 

inside the enterprise whether related to workers; production, mar- 

keting;.. etc, 

2.4.1 General Classifications 

It is worth noting that most of the classifications of common risks 

which are made by authors depend, essentially, on the factors af- 

fecting occurrence of these risks and not on the basis of financial 

loss or material event, which is used in definitions of risk. 

Willett (1951) classified risks into static and dynanic in order to 

distinguish between the behaviour of the social and economic environ- 

ment as soures of dynamic risks and the risks of physical loss of, or 

damage to, property. 

Kulp (1928) classified risks into general risks and particular risks 

for the distinction between factors related to natural, economic and 

jx)litical phenomena which are difficult to control, and affect in- 

dividuals or society or both, and risks affecting individuals only. 
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William (1971) classified the risks according to the nature of the 

subject which is exposed to risk, i. e. property, liability, and per- 

sonal risks. 

At the same time Mowbry and Blanchard (1961); and Goshay (1964) 

tend to classify risks into pure and speculative in order to differen- 

tiate between the factors which randomly affect the enterprise ac- 

tivity. Then risks may be classified into :- 

1- Risks related to the nature of activity, and divided into :- 

i- objective factors which are related to properties and tech- 

nical aspects. 

ii- Subjective factors which are associated with human nature and 

depend upon the character qualities and reputation, and are 

divided into :- 

&- Moral hazards which force a person to contribute cons- 

ciously to the occurrence of risk. 

b- Social factors such as negligence, lack of control and bad 

behaviour generally. 

2- Risks related to the nature of the composition of society and 

which are out of the control of individuals and enterprises. 

7hese can be classified into :- 

i- Natural factors which are related to enviroment and 

topology, and are related to geographical composition. 
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ii- General factors which include economic and political risks 

facing society. 

2.4.2 Classification of Risk in Insurance and Reinsurance 

Insurance and reinsurance campanies laak at risk fran two different 

angles :- 

1- original risks covered. These are classified into groups ac- 

cording to the following considerations :- 

i- The nature of risks and their underwriting requirement. 

ii- The size of the portfolio. 

iii- Statutory rules and regulations. 

2- The classification of risk is the same from the point of view of 

any individual or any enterprise. In this study it is used for 

determining and analysing the risks faced by the reinsurer con- 

sidered in chapter three. 

ý. 5 Risk Management 

Different devices have been used to eliminate natural risk and its 

variability. New risks are encountered by the continuous effort of 

man to harness the forces of nature and to secure economic develop- 

nrent. The history of the early developnent of civilizations shows the 

concern of individuals and nations with methods of protection,, and the 

financial and social sacrifices made for achieving this purpose. 
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At the beginning of the nineteenth century Fayal brought attention 

to the importance of risk management in projects. This was the 

beginning of a demand to use scientific management skills in risk 

management. That was according to the principle that safety equals 

efficienCY. 

2.5.1 Risk Management Devices 

, Risk management devices refer to the methods used to reduce risks 

or their severity, whether by the individuals, projects or by 

societies. 7hese methods vary according to the type of risks. 

Writers have attempted to classify these devices into groups each con- 

taining methods of the same nature or the same aim. But these clas- 

sifications are affected by the different concepts of risk. 

Salama (1972) divides these devices into three groups of policies, 

risk assumption, risk transfer and risk reduction. These groups do 

not give enough attention to the important devices. Moreover he con- 

siders the lack of detection of risk as one of risk assumption policy 

without planning which contradicts the function of risk management. 

Goshay (1964) divides methods of treating risks into three; to 

transfer themyto prevent them; and to retain them. Both Carter (1979) 

and William (1971) have differentiated between the devices of protec- 

He classified the activities inside the projects into six 
principal divisions; among them, security. 
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tion, prevention, and the avoidance of risk as separate devices of 

risk management. This fails to distinguish between risk transfer and 

the transfer of financial strain. 

Dorfman (1982) added both self insurance and risk reduction as 

separate devices and considered insurance as a transfer of risk from 

the corporation's point of view, and as a reduction of risk from 

society's point of view. However, it is quite obvious that, insurance 

without international reinsurance is only a distribution of the finan- 

cial losses over a larger number of individuals in society, which 

bears, in the end, the burden of the financial strain. 

Gahin (1968) has classified risk management devices into two 

groups. The first includes the methods which affect the elements of 

risk, such as risk avoidance, protection, and seperating of the risk 

subject. The second includes methods treating the financial strain, 

such as risk transfer; risk combination and reserves. This clas- 

sification treats the distribution of the risk subject as a separate 

device, when it is, in fact, one of the methods of risk protection and 

prevention. Also it gives more importance to self insurance than to 

commercial insurance. 

As pointed out earlier, any ccimprehensive classification of risk 

management devices should take into consideration the following: 
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1- The increased importance of risk protection and prevention 

devices where science and technology are developing rapidly, and 

where there is an increase in automation in production and ser- 

vices. 

2- The definition of risk with its two aspects, causative factors 

and the undesirable results. 

3- Commercial insurance as an essential device. 

Therefore risk management devices may be classified as follows: 

2.5.1.1 Devices Affecting Risk Factors 

1- Risk Avoidance 

This means cancelling or transferring the activities which are 

causing the risk. This approach is used when risks are related to a 

certain activity with a high frequency or severity, and where no 

prevention methods are available to eliminate the risk occurrence or 

the result of it. Also it is used when an activity needs special ex- 

perience for managing risks or to eliminate its effect. Risk 

avoidance is achieved in two ways :- 

i- Cancellation or modification of activities. Unless the gains 

of activity equal or exceed the cost of its risks, it would be 

better not to engage in this activity or at least to modify 

it. 
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ii- Transfer of activity. When activities require special skills, 

in risk management, to control the relative risks, it is es- 

sential that a specialized corporation should conduct them. A 

construction contract is a good example of this method. 

2- Risk Prevention 

This refers to methods, regulations, instructions and precautions 

which reduce the chance of an event on the one hand, and controls the 

maximum loss expected on the other (Salama, 1972). Risk prevention 

involves the traditional methods of risk reduction and elimination 

(Goshay, 1964). It is more effective in protecting the society's 

wealth as well as in affecting the factor of risk in limiting the 

probability of its occurrence and in reducing the potential severity 

of loss. It is achieved by "analyses of the subject of risk; and 

human characters and their relationship" (Gahin, 1968). These devices 

can be divided into :- 

i- Technical methods. 

These methods are related to safety in 
jusing 

tools and 

machinery, and precision in the use of technical and scien- 

tific devices in the achievement of the work. 

ii- Legal and regulation rules. 

The human character is considered a main factor for many 

risks, such as theft, personal accident, .. etc. In fact, all 
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religions are concerned with the protection of mankind from 

these risks, through their orders and commandments. 

Thereforer Stark emphasized that the major function of the law 

is the prevention function (Desoki, 1965). 

2.5.1.2 Methods Affecting The Severity of Results 

It is not feasible to prevent risks entirely (R. S. Group, 1983) 

Thus the occurrence of many risks is inevitable with undesirable 

results. The effect of these results on firms and individuals varies 

according to the nature and severity of the risk. The financial ef- 

fects may be handled by :- 

I- Insurance 

Most definitions of insurance are affected by the risk definitions 

and classifications. Thus insurance is defined from two aspects : 

a)- The insured's point of view: Insurance is defined as: a 

device for transferring risk (William, 1971. and Head, 1978); a device 

for reduction of uncertainty (Pfeffer, 1956); protection against 

financial loss. 

b)- The insurer and the society's point of view: Insurance is 

defined as; a process of spreading the strain of misfortune (Benjamin, 

1977); a financial arrangement that redistributes the cost of unex- 
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pected losses (Dorfman, 1982); a mechanism for spreading losses over a 

larger number of people exposed to loss; a social device for reduction 

of risk (Meher, 1980; and Carter, 1979) and as an economic institution 

that reduces risk by combination under one management (Green, 1973). 

Insurance is devided into: 

i- Cormnercial insurance. 

Insurance companies are concerned with studying risks to which 

the individuals and other projects are exposed, as well as with 

preparing and rendering insurance covers to protect them from 

the burden of these risks. These covers are variedytherefore, 

the insured must study these covers to be sure that those 

selected are rendering the protection they needed. 

ii- Mutual insurance. 

This is co-operation between those who are exposed to the 

same risk in order to compensate the loss of any member. In re- 

cent years, there are many types of mutual organizations, profit 

or non profit corporations in life and general insurance with 

different types of business. The pool in reinsurance is con- 

sidered a type of profit mutual organization. 
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2- Self insurance 

Self insurance has long been a recognized technique of risk treat- 

rent, (Goshay, 1964). It may be defined as the reduction of severity 

of risks using the firm's internal fund. In recent years there has 

been a tendency for cooperation between large firms (the exposures) in 

facing risks and many captive insurance companies have been formed by 

groups of aviation and industrial canpanies, which felt that their in- 

surance needs were not being met or the cost of CORMLercial. insurance 

was too high. 

2.5.2 Risk Management in Reinsurance Companies 

Insurance and reinsurance companies pay great attention to the 

risks to which they are exposed as a result of insurance business. In 

fact, reinsurance and retrocession covers are risk management devices 

used by them to confront the financial severity of risks which are in- 

cluded in their participation covers. Also the technical aspects, 

regulations, restrictions for underwriting and retention, are con- 

sidered as main devices affecting the risk factors. The analysis of 

these devices and others are the topics of chapters four and five. 
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2.6 Summary 

The definition of risk as a potential effect of factors, which irr- 

fluence in an undesirable way, the results of a specific undertaking 

will contribute to the understanding of different risks, whether from 

the point of view of individuals, or projects, or societies, or in- 

surance and reinsurance corporations, because it concentrates on the 

influencing, factors which are the subject matter of all risk studies. 

nus risk in this study, fran the point of view of the rinsurer, is 

defined as the potential effects of the causative factors on the 

result of the reinsurance covers. 

Depending on the risk factors, the risks are divided into; risks 

related to the nature of society, which includes natural, political, 

and social factors, and risks related to the nature of the activity 

which includes the subject factors and human factors. 

with regards to risk management, the devices are classified into; 

methods affecting the risk factors which includes avoidance and 

prevention, and methods affecting the severity of results which in- 

cludes insurance, deposits and reserves. 
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In the light of these principal concepts of risk, risk classifica- 

tion, and the devices of risk management, the study of risks con- 

fronted by the reinsurer will be the subject of the third chapter. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE MAIN RISKS CCNFR(MING THE REINSURER 

3.1 Introduction 

The reinsurer has to face many risks which affect his underwriting 

results. Some of these risks are related to the original risks in- 

sured, and to insurance and reinsurance techniques, while many of them 

are related to the economic, social and political environnent. 

This chapter concentrates on analysing the main risks that are 

faced by the reinsurer and which influence reinsurance underwriting 

results. 

]Reinsurance business started as a form of co-operation between in- 

surance ccmpanies and underwriters, with the purpose of spreading 

risks covered between them. Although reinsurance remained forbidden 

in Britain until 1764, reinsurance contracts appeared in the second 

half of the seventeenth century in France and Demnark (C. I. I, 102). 

In this study "THE REINSURER! ' includes the specialist 
reinsurance company, Lloyd's underwriters and direct in- 
surance companies who are willing to accept reinsurance 
business. 

Except in the case of an insurer becoming insolvent or 
dying. 
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After the industrial revolution and the economic upheaval which 

followed, there occurredi a huge concentration of capital and property 

as well as increased complexity of industrial operations, and also 

consequential social changes, arising from large population growth, 

economic development and rapid advancement of science and technology. 

These changes affected every aspect of life and increased risks in 

local markets in every country. These markets have become exhausted 

and the insurance companies have become unable to provide the in- 

surance covers required. Therefore the demand for reinsurance has in- 

creased, and more specialist reinsurance companies have been 

established* with private or state capital in different countries. 

3.2 Function of Reinsurance 

]Reinsurance is the use of the market to handle very large claims 

which are either beyond the large of probability or occur more fre- 

quently than assumed in premium calculation or which occur very early 

and before adequate resources can be accumulated by the direct insurer 

(Benjamin, 1984). It may be defined also as; the insurance purchased 

by an insurance ccimpany against claims under policies it has issued 

(Meher, 1980). The main function of reinsurance may be summarized as 

follows 

The formation of regional reinsurance corporations and 
the extension of state reinsurance corporations has been 
encouraged by UNCTED, to reduce their dependence on 
foregn insurers and to minimize the cost of external 
reinsurance. 

** See Benjamin, (1977); C. I. Ir (1982). 
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1- To increase the direct insurer's capacity to handle larger risks 

or to write new types of risk. This, in return, enables them to 

canpete in their own and the world's markets. 

2- To spread the risk throughout a wider area of the market. 

3- To stabilize the insurer's operating results from year to year by 

reducing claims fluctuation and achieving some homogeneity of 

portfolios. 

4- To avoid the financial strain resulting fran a rapid growth of a 

portfolio. 

5- To help and stimulate the direct insurance company to expand the 

volume of business it writes at a faster rate without a cor- 

responding increase in its capital base. 

3.3 Classification of Risks 

In the preceding chapter risk was defined as the potential effect 

of a group of factors which influence, in an undesirable way,, the 

result of reinsurance covers. these risks, for the purpose of this 

study, may be classified as follows :- 

(A)- Risks related to the nature of insurance and reinsurance covers. 

(B)- Risks related to the economic and social environment. 
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3.4 Risks Related to The Nature of Insurance and Reinsurance 

Covers. 

]Reinsurance contracts are concerned with providing for the insurance 

of liabilities which may be insured under contracts of insurance or 

reinsurance (Carter, 1979). But "The follow of fortune" clause as 

well as "Errors and Omissions" clause (Appendix No: 2) have extended 

the reinsurer's liability to cover other contractual risks in addition 

to the original risks. 

3.4.1 The Original Risks 

Reinsurance covers are prepared fran the original underwriting 

policies to protect the ceding company against the fluctuation in loss 

experience of its portfolio as well as against the large losses which 

may strain its underwriting capacity. 

3.4.1.1 factors Influence The original Risks 

Although the reinsurance contract represents a separate contract 

apart from the original insurance contract, and differs in the parties 

and their obligations, the liabilities regarding premiums and claims 

due' under the reinsurance cover are linked in one way or another with 

their values in the original insurance contracts. The ceding company 

may reduce the loss fluctuation in its portfolio by reinsurance, but 

instead the reinsurer is exposed to a considerable fluctuation in- 
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herent in the risks covered. The main factors affecting and in- 

creasing this fluctuation in the individual reinsurance cover are :- 

1- The variation inherent in the nature of the risks covered. 

The effects of the risk factors are rapidly changing as a result of 

scientific progress and the increasing and complex insurance need of 

the modern way of life. The additional perils which can be added to 

the ceding company's portfolio,, such as, explosions; riots and civil 

commotion; malicious damage; earthquake ... etc, (in conjunction with 

fire policy) and liability insurance (in conjunction with accident; 

motor; aviation insurance) may cause a considerable increase in loss 

fluctuation of the portfolio, as they involve a small frequency of oc- 

currence and a very high average claim size. These changes of risk 

factors which affect the loss frequency and the average amount per 

claim may result from (Gerathewohl, 1980) :- 

i- Purely accidental deviations of actual claims experience from 

the experience to be expected statistically. 

ii- Fluctuation of the basic probabilities applying to a risk and 

changes in the relevant risk factors. 

iii- Incorrect or falsely applied statistics. 
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2- The nature of the reinsurance cover. 

The bounds of liabilities differ fr(xn one kind of reinsurance cover 

to another and from one kind of cover to another for the same port- 

folio (see chapter five). The liabilities of original insurance con- 

tracts are shared between the ceding company and its reinsurers, but 

fluctuation in the result of each part may differ according to the na- 

ture of the risks involved (their frequencies and the average of 

loss), the limits of the original liabilities as well as the kind of 

reinsurance cover. 

The ceding company should share with its reinsurers the same for- 

tune, the same fluctuations in result. But this is not the case in 

all types of reinsurance covers. In surplus covers and in all non- 

proportion covers the number of losses attached to these treaties are 

less than those attached to the ceding company's retention or 

priority, but with maximum limits exceeding many times the ceding com- 

pany's limits. This means that the reinsurer may suffer more fluctua- 

tion in losses under these covers, and needs more years to achieve a 

balance in its portfolio than those that are required by the ceding 

company on the assumption that they receive an adequate premium for 

each risk covered. 
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3- The nature of the original portfolio. 

Suppose that the variance is used as a measure of risk portfolio 

(Benktander, 1974 and Berliner,, 1977), then in direct insurance the 

main parameters and the claim distribution are known, ie. number of 

claims n; number of policies N; the sum insured S; and the value of 

claims C. Using the compound distribution, the arithmetic mean of 

claim C and the variance Cý (L) have been evaluated without obtaining 

explicit expression for its probability function (Gray, 1967; Gil- 

lespie, 1973) where :- 

Ci 

L C. n 

(L) (n) +n. 0 

But, according to the definition of risk, the expected deviation of 

claims from risk premium could be measured by the variance of the loss 

ratio R ie. taking the claim's relative premium into consideration, 

then :- 

L 
R= 

p 

where t is the premium rate 

* In this text it refers to the severity of risk. 
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L 
Then V(R) =V (--) 

p 

(y a2p (12L (32pL 
V (R) T' ++2.... (3.2) 

(p T )2 P2 L2 PL 

In reinsurance the main parameters and the claim distribution for 

the original policies included in reinsurance covers are unknown. If 

C7 and Fý- are the average claim and premium per cover, and n, N 

are the number of claims and covers respectively in the portfolio: 

R=- 

when we assume that there are claims in all covers in portifolio 

then n= 

C 
V (R) =V( --- ) 

P 

For any sample the variance of estimated ratio is biased (Cochran, 

1971), and the biased variance of loss ratio in a portfolio with k 

covers over all n years: 
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1- 

V (R) 

p2 

2 Pi 

N-i 

where fkN is the sampling fraction. 

Nnk 

(3.3) 

That means the larger the size of portfolio k the less variance 

there is in loss ratio and the more homogeneous it is. 

Thus the reinsurance should reduce the severity of such fluctuation 

mainly, by :- 

1- increasing the size of portfolio, ie. the number of reinsurance 

covers that are accepted; as is indicated from the last fomula 

3.1 ie. the greater the N the less of V(R) in the result. 

2- Participating in business from different countries and classes of- 

insurance. As the underwriting risk may differ from country to 

country and from class to class as well as from type of risk to 

another, it produces a more diversified portfolio. 

3- Limiting the liabilities under his participation according to the 

nature of risks covered and the nature of the ceding company's 

portfolio . .. etc. 

* see chapter five. 
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5- Arranging the necessary retrocession covers with optimal limits. 

6- Ensuring that the reinsurer receives an adequate premium for all 

the reinsurance covers in the short-run and for each cover in the 

long-rm. 

The analysis of the first part of the questionnaire, (Appendix 

N6: 1) in the factors affecting the underwriting result using BMDP 

3M-4M for factor analysis, gives results which are summarized in table 

3.1 and which indicate that: - 

I- The factors stated explain 73.7% of the underwriting result 

variation. 

2- The risks included in the cover and the premium rate are the im- 

portant variables influencing the results. They explain 47.8 % 

of the variation. 

3- Sane 26.3 % of the variation may be due to random fluctuation. 
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The differences between the mean of the effect for each factor on 

both marine and non-marine business as well as on each individual 

branch "Yi" were tested by one way analysis of variance using BMDP 'D, 

the alternative conclusions are :- 

H0: yl = Y2 "-- Y3 **** 'o yi 

H: not all Y's are equal. 

n2 
s(x1-R)/g-1 

F 

'T 
s xij -xi2Ni 

where Xij represents the jth observation in the ith branch 

3E. is the mean for branch i. 

nn 
x Xi . Ni Ni 

i 

Ni represents the number of observation in ith branch. 

g-1 is between branch degree of freedam. 

The results are summarized in table 3.2 which indicate that 

1- For "RIC" all branches F=3.19 (tail probability = 0.0096) 

which is highly significant and the hypothesis of equal ef- 

fects of "RIC" factor on all branc-es is rejected. Also for 

marine and non-marine the value of F= 10.3 (tail probability 

= 0.0017) is significant and the hypothesis of equal effect of 
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this factor on marine & aviation and non-marine are rejected. 

This may be due to the nature of marine & aviation risks which 

tend to cause heavy losses since the sums insured are greater 

and the number of policies in the portfolio is smaller than in 

the non7marine portfolio. 

2- For the "PR! ' factor, the value F=4.37 (tail probability = 

0.0385) is significant and the hypothesis of equality in its 

effect on marine and norr-marine covers result is rejected. 

rihis may be due to the difference between the rating tech- 

niques in the two classes. 

3- For all other factors the F values are not significant and the 

hypothesis of equal effects of each factor on the results for 

all branches is accepted. This means that the effects of each 

of these factors are the same on the result of each branch. 
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Using BMDP 1M for cluster analysis Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show that 

these variables may be classified into four clusters they are :- 

The first cluster involves "RIC" and "AC" variables. This is clear 

from survey statistics; the severity of risks is different from coun- 

try to country and from one area to another in the same country. 

The second cluster involves "LLC" and "TC" variables. It is ob- 

vious from the nature of the type of covers that the limits of second 

surplus treaty exceeds the limits of the first surplus and the limits 

of excess of loss treaty exceeds the limits of the quota share treaty 

for the same portfolio. 

The third cluster involves "CCR" and "PR! ' variables. This may be 

due to the practical tradition, that the retention of the insurers 

depends on the rating as a measure of the degree of risk insured. 

The fourth cluster involves "PEC" which indicates that the past 

does not entirely explain the future. 
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FIM Q. 1) 

PA13E 14 UNDEAWRITING ASULT 

SORTED ROTATED FACTOR LOADINGS (PATTERN) 

---------------------------------------- 

FACTOR FACTOR FACTOR FACTUR 
1234 

GAC 6 () .a (11 1) . C, . 0. 
RIC 2 0.788 n. 252 0. n. 
LLC 4 0.0.871 U. 0. 
TC 7 0.0.696 U. U. 
PR 8 0.903 0. 
CCR 5 0.0.305 0.650 0. 
PEC 3 U. 0.0.0.973 

VP 1.413 1.403 1.3C8 1.029 

TIJE ABOVE FACTOR LOADI14G MATRIX HAS BEEN REARRANGED SO 
T11AT THE COLUMNS APPEAR IN DECREASING ORDER OF VARIANCE 
EXPLAINED BY FACTORS. THE ROWS HAVE BEEN REARRANGED 
SO T11AT FOR EACH SUCCESSIVE FACTOR.. LOADI14GS GREATER 
T" AN 0.5000 APPEAR FIRST. LOADINGS LESS THAN 0.2500 
HAVL --; EE: 4 REPLACED UY ZERO. 

PAGE 5 UNDERWRITING RESULT 
TREE PRINTE D OVER ABSOLUTE CORRELATION MATRIX. 
CLUSTERING BY MINIMUM DIST ANCE METHOD. 

VARIABLE 
NA 14 E NO . 

------------- ------ RIC 2) 40/23 17 17 4/ 3/ 

GAC ( 6)/ 9 14 18 6/ 1/ 

---------- 
LLC ( 4) 34/29 ll/ 4/ 

TC ( 7)/25 22/14/ 

CCR 5) 32/13/ 

PR 8)/ 5/ 
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FlG. (3.2) 

HISTOGRAM OF "RIC" FOR 

UNDERWRITING RESULTS 
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These results make the questionnaire data more meaningful and 

reduce the factors influencing the cover's result to :- 

1- Risks included in the cover which explains 20.3 % of the 

variation. 

2- Limits of liabilities which explains 20.1 % 

3- The ceding company's retention which explains 18.9 % 

4- Past experience which explains 14.7 %. 

3.4.1.2 Catastrophic Risks 

The concept of catastrophe differs according to the capability to 

bear the burden of its financial result. 
* In insurance it is defined 

as an event which is "sudden, without the history of periodicity nor- 

mally required for the estimation of risk premium and involving 

amounts of claim, insurance against which would, with normal backing 

resources, represent a very high ruin probability" (Benjamin, 1977). 

Catastrophes may be due to the natural hazards such as earthquakes; 

windstorm; floods; ... etc, or man-made hazards such as; explosions; 

Swiss Re Co. in its statistics considers as a 
catastrophe each event which results in :- 

1- Number of deaths exceeds 20 
2- Extra of loss exceeds (in USS) 

3 M. in marine 
7 M. in aviation 
8 M. in other branches 
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collapse of dam; aircraft crash; ... etc ( advanced group no: 148) Un- 

fortunately both types are tending to increase. This increase may be 

due to the concentration of risk subjects, to extreme natural hazards 

and possibly to politically engendered losses growing with the 

development of hitherto undeveloped countries (C. I. I, 102). 

Therefore the reinsurer is exposed to potential accumulation mainly 

because: - 

1- The capacity of the national markets has not been sufficient in 

view of the size of the risks involved, and they have become more 

dependent upon reinsurance covers. Table 3.3 indicates that 

reinsurers have borne the major part of financial losses from 

major catastrophes. 

2- It is impossible for the reinsurer to pinpoint the possibility of 

catastrophe among the areas in which he participates in risks, or 

where catastrophic losses are more likely to occur, with the lack 

of data in detail which can provide him with the essential infor- 

mation about the nature of risks covered. 
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TABLE (3.3) 

Number of Drowin volcano Explosion Velisouf 

Ceding campanies 78 30 

Reinsurance treaties 145 51 

Countries of ceding Co. 's 85 

Retrocession covers 262 160 

Countries of reinsurers 51 46 

* Source : Reinsurance (Carter, 1979). 

3- The tendency of direct insurance cmpanies to depend upon non- 

proportional reinsurance covers to protect their portfolios from 

the large losses which can occur under all types of insurance 

policies. 

3.4.2 Risks Emanating from The Ceding Company 

. As has been mentioned before the reinsurer's liability under rein- 

surance cover is extended to cover other contractual risks in addition 

to the original risks. These risks are related to :- 

The ceding c(xnpany policies. 

The moral hazards. 
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3.4.2.1 The Ceding Conpany Policies 

, ihe reinsurer underwriting results depends, to a large degree, on 

the ceding company's policies with regard to underwriting and settle- 

ments of claims. The follow of fortune clause as well as the nature 

of reinsurance contracts, gives the ceding company the sole rights to 

manage its underwriting policy without any interference from them. 

They follow it with regards to, not only the underwriting results for 

the original risks, but also to the result of deficient underwriting 

methods; excessive generosity in the settlement of claims; hasty over- 

production and insufficient technical decision; in addition to the 

contractual risks, ie. risks which are related thereto; unjustified; 

exaggerated; fraudulent claim. " (Marcionelly, 1968); and errors and 

omissions or mistakes in the routine operation (C. I. I., 102) 

Therefore the reinsurer should give substantial consideration to 

ceding company's policies; the skills and experiencb of its under- 

writers, the technical ability and sound judgment of its staff. The 

analysis of the significant result of the second part of the question- 

naire has indicated that the "CUP" is an important factor to be con- 

sidered when accepting reinsurance business; as: - 

I- In 74.8 % of the reinsurer's assessments, "CUP" is a strong fac- 

tor influencing their underwriting decision. 

Full analysis of the second part of the questionnaire is 
in chapter four. 
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2- In 25.2 % of cases reinsurers appraise it as a medium factor 

3- None of the reinsurers mentioned it as a factor having a weak ef- 

fect or no ef fect. 

4- There is no significant difference between marine and norr marine 

underwriting in assesment of this factor's effect. This means 

that the above analysis applied to all branches (Fig. 3.3). 

From the analysis of the survey data available for the Egyptian ccrn- 

panies table 3.4 for the danestic business and table 3.5 for overseas 

business indicate that. 

I- There is no significant difference between the results of marine 

accident and fire business in these companies for their opera- 

tions from Egyptian business. 

The technical results were used instead of only the loss 
ratio. From Egyptian Organisation's reports. 
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FIG. (3.3) 

HISTOGRAM OF "CUP" FOR 

UNDERWRITING RESULTS 
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2- The results of their overseas business varies from one ccmpany to 

another. The variance of these results was tested and found sig- 

nificant in accident business and highly significant for their 

participation in marine and fire business. 

This means that the underwriting policy influences their results 

when they operate in an open market. The differences may be due to 

the experience and skills of the underwriters and to the administra- 

tive efficiency in each company. 

3.4.2.2 Moral Hazards 

The reinsurance contract rests on mutual confidence between the two 

parties and each will consider the other in regard to the financial 

strength, capacity and willingness to deal openly, fairly and promptly 

(Advanced Group no: 201,1975). Although all essential information 

must be given to the reinsurer, it must be true and without represen- 

tation. The ceding company and its brokers may :- 

1- Give incomplete infomation or keep back some essential informa- 

tion 

2- Delay their settlement of balances to the reinsurers for their 

investments purposes. 

3- Tend to neglect the main insurance principles depending upon the 

., -, protection which is provided to their portfolio, and beccIne lax 

in their underwriting policy. 
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4- Apply biased rules in determining retention and the part ceded to 

reinsurers under the cover with the airn of retaining the good 

risks in their account. 

5- Underwrites business with no attention to the interests of the 

reinsurers, and frequently change them for short-run advantages. 

Therefore, the reinsurer should consider these factors and the 

financial results of their relative risks, before participating in new 

business. 

3.4.3 Risks Associated with The Reinsurance 

These risks are likely to be related to reinsurance as a commercial 

business and involve :- 

- Accumulation risks. 

- organization risks. 

3.4.3.1 Accumulation Risks 

Accumulation is defined by the statement " the assumption that all 

risks insured are independent of each other is not correct " 

(Gerathewohl, 1980). Although the reinsurer attempts to consider the 

geographical spread, not only for his underwriting business but also, 

for, each cover in which he participates, his ceding canpanies' under- 

writing and territory, his liability for any one risk, any one event; 
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or any one particular region may exceed those limits which existed to 

control his underwriting policy. This phenanenon may be caused by :- 

1- The interference of the retrocession covers offered in the mar- 

ket. 

2- The use of retrocession covers as a main device by reinsurers 

themselves to spread the large losses in their portfolios. 

3- Under a blind treaty system reinsurers lack the necessary infor- 

mation for risks covered. 

4- The substantial surplus capacity in the reinsurance market car- 

ries in its wake keen ccmpetition. 

3.4.3.2 Organization Risks 

Thcý reinsurer is exposed to all other risks which relate to manage- 

ment activities such as " bad planning; incomplete control; lack of 

specialist ... etc. " (Marcinelli, 1968). Or the failure in invest- 

ments, political interference of the authorities, mismanagement of the 

company and misappropriation of its property (Pentikainen and Rantala, 

1981). 

3.5 Risks Related to The Nature of The Mix Of Societies 

Many of the risks to which different societies are exposed are 

transferred to the reinsurers through reinsurance and the retrocession 
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covers. Prolss (1948) referred to these risks as risks out of control 

of the parties of the reinsurance contract, which involve; inflation, 

transformation, technical deposits, reserves and monetary risks. 

3.5.1 Economic Changes 

Economic factors are considered the important factors influencing 

reinsurance results, and thus the underwriting decision. * 

Neave (1975) referred to the complex situation in international 

relations and the failure of governments to regulate or control 

economic affairs internationally as extraneous factors creating a 

degree of uncertainty, unpredictability in reinsurance results and in 

reinsurance profitability. The main groups of economic factors in- 

fluencing directly reinsurance business are :- 

- Currency exchange rate fluctuations 

- Inflation. 

- Government economic restrictions. 

3.5.1.1 Currency Exchange Rate Fluctuation 

The exchange rate could be def ined as the ratio of one currency to 

another or the value of one currency evaluated in another. It depends 

on internal economics as well as the trade relationship between the 

See chapter four (4.2.1.3) 
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countries. It reflects the size of both dmand and supply of these 

currencies. 

P, einsurance is underwritten in different currencies, but "the sheer 

difficulty of keeping accounts in many currencies and in making small 

investments in them involve problems on a practical scale that are 

well-nigh insurmountable" (Craighead, 1979). Also the balances due in 

most currencies must be converted to any of the main internatio.. al 

currencies at the date of payment. This must be done because of 

1- State monetary restrictions in some countries. 

2- The nature of the reinsurer's portfolio which is assumed to be 

balanced in the lorxg-tem. He has to use his profits fran some 

markets to cover the losses in the others in the short tem. 

3- The importance of investment revenue is that it is used to cover 

a considerable part of losses. Thus the reinsurer needs to ac- 

cumulate his funds and plan the optimal investment policies to 

provide the necessary cash flow and a suitable return. 

4- There are a limited number of currencies which are acceptable 

from the different countries in settlement of balances due. * 

Arrangements were made in Iondon market for Settlement in 
number of currencies, they are, DM; SF; FF; DF; JY; NK; 
L; AND USS. 
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This operation may expose the reinsurer to monetary risks, as a 

result of the fluctuation in the exchange rate. Tables 3.6 and 3.7 

and Fig 3.4 indicate that :- 

1- The fluctuation in exchange rate to S. F. has varied fran curren- 

cy to currency. The yearly average of these fluctuations was 
I q. 5 (, 6 

minimum for IDM at 1.186 % and was maximum at 14--566 % forCp. 

2- The annual average of fluctuation for the last eight years ex- 

ceeded the same average for the first eight years for most of 

these currencies with maximum, for JY from -0.253 % to 6.71 %. 

3- The correlaton coefficient between the fluctuation in rate of ex- 

change and in inflation rate in the same country, for each cur- 

rency as well as for all currencies was weak, but was medium for 

Japanees Yen over all other currencies. That means there is no 

strong direct relation between inflation in one country and the 

rate of exchange of its currency with other currencies. This 

fact is very important in studying the index clause in excess of 

loss reinsurance covers. 

4- The values of most currencies in SF were stabled up to 1966 and 

tended to decrease heavily fran 1970 onward,, consequently in- 

creasing the effects of the exchange rate on reinsurance busi- 

ness. 

Using the relationship between the rate of inflation in 
any country and the rate of inflation in Germany for the 
same year. 

** See 5.4.2 
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FIG (3.4) 

TREND OF EXCHANGE RATE TO SWF. 

FF 
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As a matter of fact, the exchange rate fluctuation has created many 

risks for the reinsurer and has affected both reinsurance activities 

and technique. Neave (1973) emphasized that the instability in ex- 

change rates certainly qualifies as a major modern problem confronting 

reinsurers. These problems will be analysed in this chapter from the 

point view of its affect on :- 

I- The technical results. 

2- The balances due. 

3- Liabilities limits 

4- Retrocession covers. 

5- Statistical survey. 

3.5.1.1.1 Exchange Rate as An Influence on Technical Results 

The technical result is the ratio of gross claims to its relative 

net premium for the same period. This result and other underwriting 

statistics for individual treaties are preferably produced in the 

original currency. The sixth part of the questionnaire (F-3) in- 

dicates that 69.7 % of reinsurers produce the technical result after 

converting the original currencies to their national currency. Also 

in the case of the covers with more than one currency, these curren- 

cies must be converted to one currency to review its results. In 

practice the exchange rate used in converting the original currencies 

is based on its value at one of the following 

The methods that should be used to manage its relative 
ri6ks cre zmalys--d in chapter four (4.2) and chapter five 
(5.3). 
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The date of each transaction. 

2- A fixed rate for each calendar year (or quarter year). 

3- The date of deriving the results. 

4- A fixed rate for each underwriting year. 

The first two methods are the traditional methods used mder 

clerical system, where the same document in the national currency is 

used for all the other financial and statistical purposes. While the 

third is the method currently most used. Craighead (1979) considers 

the fourth method the most logical solution to use (for Lloyds where 

the accomts are closed normally at the end of the third year). 

Therefore, as a result of exchange rate fluctuations "it is not un- 

camon for technical results to look bad in original currency but, 

when each payment is converted into the reinsurer's domestic currency 

to appear profitable" ( Neave, 1973). It is important in studying the 

effects of these fluctuation on the reinsurer's underwriting, renewal 

decisions and their underwriting results, to differentiate between two 

main systems in reinsurance covers. They are 

1- Clean cut year system. 

', n this system the portfolio is treated as a whole for one year 

regardless of the date of policy issue or the date of loss, ie. all 

transactions during the year are binding in the reinsurance accounts. 

Therefore these accounts include claims and premim portfolios "in" 
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and "out" for the outstanding losses and unexpired premium respec- 

tively, in addition to the ordinary accounts for written premium paid 

claims and other charges. 

This means, for a limited period, limited accounts are rendered for 

the Cover. Consequently the fluctuation in results will depend on the 

fluctuation in exchange rates in the short-run (usually two years). 

It then becomes a special case of the underwriting year system (the 

first two years). 

2- Underwriting year system. 

In this system, the reinsurer's liabilities for the policies issued 

during his participation year are continued as long as the under- 

writing year is being kept open and until all liabilities have ex- 

pired. It is clear from table 3.13 that most of the premiums are due 

to the reinsurers during the first year of the covers while most of 

the claim amounts are due from the reinsurers in later years. Subse- 

quently, for any given underwriting year most of the premiums are con- 

verted by one exchange rate and most of the claims may be converted 

into different rates. 

rib investigate the differences in results which are due only to the 

method used or those due to the technical approach in the reinsurance 

market, we can formulate these methods for this study as follows: 
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let Pij Net premiums for ith year in jth currency 

Lij Thtal claims ( losses + claim expenses 

Rij Loss reserves or withdrawal portfolio 

PRnj Premium reserves or premium withdrawal portfolio 

t Month of the transaction. 

The first methods used the accumulation figures in national curren- 

cy (the converted currency) from the previous years, LTr PT, ET then 

k nt 
LT, 

n-I +L 
rnj * Nj + 2: 

tL tj Rtj I 

TR nk nt 
PT, 

n-1 +Ijp 
rnj 

Rnj +1t ptj - Etj Rtj 

... (3.4) 

Men t increase to one year then Rtj is subestituted by %j This 

derives to :- 

k nt 
'4T, 

n-1 + ýrnj + 2: L tj j 
t 

TR nk nt 
PT, 

n-I +_7 P rnj +7- P tj -E tj Rn-l, j it 
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Using L over a period years, it derives to :- 

nt 
L 

rnj . %-J, j +Zt(L tj - Rn-I 

, 
j) 

TR 
n 

nt 
2. [- Prn * Ph-1, j + 7- (P 

tj -E tj 
)+R 

n-1, j1 
1 

(3.5) 

Which expresses the second method. And if the value of IZi. j fixed 

overall accounts up to the date of deriving results then 

k nt 
L 

rnj +L tj %j 
t 

TP, n k nt 
p+ Ptj ER rnj t tj nj 

When the rate fixed per each underwriting year ie. 

Substituting %j in the above formula, it derives to 

k nt 
L 

rnj +7L tj Ryj 
t 

Tlýl 
k nt 

Prnj + 7- (P tj E tj Pý, j 
t 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Due to the differences in construction of these formulae, the 

variation in results will depends on :- 
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i- The fluctuation in exchange rate. 

ii- The value of P, L, E which are included in each account. 

iii- The period of accounts. 

iv- The balance due and time of settlement. 

V- The currencies used in accounts. 

For analysing these methods and their effects on results, we ex- 

amine the variations, which are due to the method used and test their 

deviations fran the actual results (formula 4.1) distinguishing 

between :- 

I- The covers with one original currency. 

2- The covers with more than one currency. 

The covers with one original currency. 

Table 3.8, Fig 3.5 and Fig 3.6 represent the deviations in results 

for the U/Y cover in IDM as original currency and L as converted cur- 

rency which indicate that :- 

i- There was a considerable change in exchange rate from year to 

year,, between L and DM. 

ii- The results from the third and fourth methods are identical, 

which are due to the fixed rate used over all account items 

whatever the difference in the rates used in each case. 
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iii- The profitabilitY of the same cover is different from method to 

method. These differences were tested and found to be sig- 

nificant for most currencies which reflects the effect of 

changes in the exchange rate and on the type of formula used 

i. e. non- randan fluctuation. 

ivý The degree of such significance is very high when the fluctua- 

tion in exchange rate is significant and vice versa. As these 

differnces were found to be highly significant except for USS 

which has had nonsignificant changes in its value towards L 

during the period of study. 

V- If we assume the reinsurer is interested in the result of the 

original risks covered then each of the third and fourth method 

introduce these results which differ considerably from the 

results from method one and two; in this example it reached 

about 30 % in some years. 
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FIG. (3.5) 

HISTOGRAM OF "RC" FOR 

THE RESULTS IN ONE CURRENCY 
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2- The covers with more than one currency. 

Table 3.9 and FIG 3.7 represent the deviation in results for an U1Y 

cover in SF; DM as original currencies and L as converted currency 

which indicate that :- 

i- The results from the third method becane slightly different 

from those from the fourth method which is due to the dif- 

ferences in the degree of fluctuation for each currency. 

ii- There is a change in the results frcm method three even when 

there is no change in the accounts itern as a result of a change 

in the rate of exchange from year to year. 

iii- The variation in results of all methods where tested and found 

highly significant (Figure 3.8) for most of groups of curren- 

cies used except for USS which is due to its randan fluctua- 

tion. 

iV- There is no significant effect of changing the ratio of commis- 

sion or retained reserves. 

V- The results obtained the first two methods are very close and 

the same is for the results from the third and fourth methods. 

Vi- The fluctuation in the rate of exchange differs from currency 

to currency. Then the fluctuation in their values and the 

volme of business in each,, as well as the balance, will affect 

the technical results. 
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FIG. (3.7) 

HISTOGRAM OF RESULTS 
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3.5.1.1.2 Exchange Rate Influence on Balances Due 

The balance due under reinsurance covers in most currencies is con- 

verted to. one of the main currencies always using the rate of exchange 

at the date of transaction. Then for any underwriting year, most of 

the premiums are settled in an exchange rate and most claims are 

settled in a different exchange rate. Therefore the ratio of actual 

paid claims to the actual premium received (ie. after taking the 

financial aspects into consideration) would be different from both the 

results in original and in converted currencies. 

Table 4.2 shows, as an extreme case, while the balance of LE 

357,000 was due to the ceding company for 1981 underwriting year,, the 

ceding company paid to its reinsurers L 1,259,000 Thus the ceding 

company's losses,, as a result of monetary risks for this underwriting 

year, was L 1,250,000. The severity of these risk depends on :- 

1- The accounting period ( Quarterly,, Half-Yearly, Yearly ) 

2- Rate of exchange at the date of remittances. 

3- Ratio of premium and claim in each account which influences the 

balance due. 

4- The nature of risks covered. 

For many years in the London market, reinsurance has 
been handled in L; USS; CS and all other currencies have 
been sold for L. (Craiglead, 1979) 
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3.5.1.1.3 Exchange Rate Influence on Cover Limits 

The reinsurer's liability begins after the priority limits in non- 

proportion covers and in parallel with the ceding company's liability 

in proportinal covers for the same risk covered. The fluctuation in 

exchange rate influences these limits and may increase the reinsurer's 

limits in the national currency or in the main currencies of the 

covers which leave the reinsurer unprotected for the gap caused by the 

cover movement in his limits. 

The heavy depreciation of sterling in 1974/75 meant a substantial 

loss where liabilities existed in more stable currencies, particulary 

JY and IDM and some companies estimated that they lost 20 % of their 

liability of about two years ( Craighead, 1979). 

3.5.1.1.4 Exchange Rate Influence on The Retrocession Covers 

Reinsurance covers involve a part of the ceding company's inward 

business in different currencies. Premiums, claims and other account 

items, in inward business, are converted to the national currency or 

to the currencies of the reinsurance (or retroccession) covers using 

the rate at the date of transactions. 

This means the premiums, claims and other items will not all be 

converted at the same rate of exchange. 7herefore, the reinsurer may 

not receive unbiased premiums. Also the retrccession covers will be 

affected, more than other covers by the RUCtuation in exchange rate. 
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This is because it involves more than one rate of exchange at dif- 

ferent points of time. This influence depends on :- 

1- The original currencies in the portfolio covered. 

2- The fluctuation in the rate of exchange for each of the portfolio 

currencies. 

3- The share ceded to the retrocession cover and inward business in 

each currency. 

3.5.1.1.5 Exchange Rate Influence on The Statistical Survey 

Technical and financial statistics for insurance and reinsurance 

are used for many purposes such as management and financial control, 

rating and other technical aspects and governmental and shareholder's 

supervision and control. For these purposes, it is usual to present 

statistics of one currency. Also in most countries the financial 

position of the reinsurer is required to be published in the national 

currency. Therefore all items in foreign currencies must be converted 

to the national currency, always by a rate of exchange, using one of 

the first two methods mentioned before. 

Then the fluctuation in the rate of exchange used will affect the 

underlying statistical inference. This makes the financial analysis 

of the reinsurer's business more difficult as the data gives untrue 

indications. For instance, table 3.10 represents the trend of premiun 

received for the overseas business by one of the Egyptian companies in 
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LE. The annual fluctuation in premium as well as in exchange rate for 

the main currencies in the portfolio, are explained and the trend of 

actual and statistical fluctuations are shown in FIG 3.9 which in- 

dicates that :- 

1- The great increase in premiums in 1969 was due to the rate of ex- 

change which increased officially by 80 % from 1977. 

2- The annual increase in premiums in 1977 was affected by the Arab 

boycot fran 1977. 

3- The annual fluctuation in premiums in LE., clearly, is connected 

with the annual fluctuation in the exchange rate of the main cur- 

rencies in the portfolio. 

It is clear that these effects are not limited to premiums, but in 

fact, extend to all items in revenue accounts and balance sheet, such 

as net profit, the value of assets and deposits, the debtors and 

creditors figures. In general all financial and administration sur- 

veys may give a false indication specially when the national currency 

has faced a heavy depreciation. 
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FIG (3.9) 

SURVEY STATISTICS 
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3.5.1.2 Inflation 

inflation is defined in economic terms as the decreasing of 

monetary value in regard to the value of common commodities and ser- 

vices in certain markets as the result of a disequilibrium. between 

supply and demand. A study of inflation ( Munich reinsurance canpany, 

1971) summarized the factors affecting inflation as; the increasing 

value of the services sector in the overall economy; the growing need 

for financing elaborate infrastructured measures and the rigid rates 

of exchange. In reinsurance, inflation affects :- 

- original risks included in the reinsurance covers. 

The reinsurer's liabilities. 

The adminstration costs 

I- Risks included in the portfolio 

Inflation leads to a substantial increase in the value of proper- 

ties and liabilities, and consequently the risks covered and the 

claims due. This influence on claims differs according to the nature 

of the losses which can be classified into three categories :- 

Total loss : In the cases where the entire suin insured is due, 

such as in personal accident, and where the loss covers all the 

sum insured; the insurer and reinsurer are not affected by in- 

flation, as a pro rata clause must be applied when the loss in- 

creases the sum insured. 
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Partial losses : In indemnity insurance contractsy the loss is 

paid up to all the sum insured only when the latter exceeds or 

equals the loss, otherwiser claims could be a portion of the 

loss occurring. In practice, it is difficult to reassess the 

reinsured subject at the date of an accident especially when 

the loss is not high, or if the evaluation is relatively expen- 

sive or if it is related to the cost of repairs. 

Therefore the insurer and reinsurers may bear the effects of 

inflation in these cases ( which are more probable to occur ). 

Unlimited insurance : Such as liability insurance, where no 

sum insured is determined. Then the insurer and reinsurers 

must bear the burden of inflation, which tends to be increased 

by the court awards and the medical costs and increase in 

salaries. 

A study by Fire Protection Association (BIA, 1978) emphasized the 

complete correlation between the increase of retail prices and the in- 

crease in fire claims in Britain from 1970 to 1980, Figure 3.10 
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2- The reinsurer's liabilities 

The claims due under reinsurance covers are distributed between the 

ceding canpany and its reinsurers according to the nature of the 

cover, and based on :- 

(A)- A fixed percentage in proportion covers. 

(B)- A range of fixed amount in non-proportion covers. 

(A)- A Fixed Percentage 

In proportion covers, claims as well as the effects of inflation on 

claims are distributed between the ceding company and its reinsurers 

in a fixed percentage for all risks in quota share covers, and in a 

fixed percentage for each risk in surplus and facultative covers. 

ribis is the case until the original claims reach the maximum limits of 

the covers, then all the burden of inflation will be transferred to 

the ceding company or the reinsurers on the next limits. 

(B)- A Fixed Amomt 

In non-proportional covers, some authors have reached the conclu- 

sion that the effects of inflation on the experience of an excess of 

loss treaty will always be greater than the actual rate of inflation. 

Table 3.11 explains their conclusion. 
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TABLE (3.11) 

EFFECT OF INFIATION ON THE REINSURER'S IJABILITY 

CEDING COMPANY CLAIMS TO REINSURERS 
DEDUCTIBLE GRMS CLAIMS GROSS CLAIM TO REINSURERS 

L 10,000 L 11,000 % 

1000 9000 10000 11.1 

2000 8000 9000 12.5 

3000 7000 8000 14.3 

4000 6000 7000 16.7 

5000 5000 6000 20.0 

6000 4000 5000 25.0 

7000 3000 4000 33.3 

8000 2000 3000 50.0 

9000 1000 2000 100.0 

10000 NIL 1000 0.0 

* Source : C. I. I., 1982. 

Although this analysis explains the problem, it neglects the claims 

in both terminals of the reinsurance cover. In fact the burden of in- 

flation in all non-proportional treaties is distributed between the 

ceding company and its reinsurer in different percentages or one of 

them may bear alone the burden. This depends on one or more of the 

following factors :- 
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I- The limit of priority for each cover. 

2- The maximum limit for each cover. 

3- The rate of inflation. 

4- The amount of claim for each risk or event. 

Def ine: 

A is the line of claim at the date of occurrence 

B is the line of claim paid 

L is the limits of liability 

X is the amount of claim i 
P is the priority of the cover 

M is the maximum liability of reinsurers 

Y. is the share of reinsurers in the claim 1 

FIG 3.10 would indicate that :- 

i- The ceding bears all the burden of inflation risk "F" where: 

L<X1 with max. F=p- yj 

The ceding company and its reinsurers share the burden of in- 

flation risk "F" where :- 

<L<X 

Then the ceding ccmpany share 
y2 
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y2p 

and reinsurers share F2 

y2 yl 

iii- The reinsurance company bears all of the inflation risk The 

reinsurance company bears all the burden of inflation "F" 

where X3 >L>X2 with max. F=M-y3 

iV- The reinsurers on any layer and the ceding ccmpany or the rein- 

surers on the next layer share the burden of inflation risk 'IF" 

where X3<L>X4 

Then reinsurers share 
3 

y4y3 

The ceding company share F2 -Y4Y 
43 

V- The reinsurer is not affected by the inflation risk "F11 

when L< X4 

Therefore, it is clear that the burden of inflation risk on non- 

proportion reinsurance covers may be shared between the ceding company 

and its reinsurers and not always borne by the reinsurers alone. 

This is the case which is dealt in the analysis in Table 
4.10 
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The adminstration costs 

Expenses are a considerable part of the premium due in insurance 

and reinsurance. The premium includes; the risk premium which depends 

on the average claims experience; and other charges such as commission 

and administrative costs. This is obvious from the following formula 

quoted by Benjamin (1977) :- 

P=R+F 
ce 

+ K. p +j+I+E 

As K is dependent on the premium, then the value of K. P (for 

this part of expenses) tends to increase with the sum insured 

and correspondingly with inflation. 

Claims expenses Eýce include the cost of investigating and 

handling of claims. Thus it is independent of premium and 

depends on salaries which " tend to increase faster than the 

premium". (Munich Re. Co., 1970). Table 3.12 indicates that 

the claims cost varies from one branch to another. It costs 

about 8% in fire and 7.5 % of premiun in general third party 

and 4.5 % in marine and machinary insurance. The reinsurer 

bears his share of these costs as well as of any increase as a 

result of inflation. 

iii- The contribution towards fixed costs E is also independent of 

premiums and depends on salaries, rent, administration costs,, 

and marketing costs ... etc. These costs for the insurer and 

reinsurer tend to increased by inflation. 
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TABLE (3.12) 

APPROX. OF 

THE COST FOR INVESTIGATING AND HANDLING A CLAIM 

BRANCH INVESTIGATION HANDLING TOTAL CLAIMS 

COSTS COSTS COSTS 

FIRE / FLDOD 5.9 2.1 8.0 

MOTOR TPL 4.2 1.8 6.0 

GENERAL TPL 5.0 2.5 7.5 

MARINE 2.2 2.3 4.5 

MACHINERY 1.3 3.2 4.5 

BURGLARY 3.2 2.3 5.5 

WATER - - - 

PIPES 3.3 2.7 6.0 

PLATE GLASS 2.2 3.8 6.0 

1969 business report in Germany, Munich Re 1973. 

3.5.1.3 Goverment Economic Restrictions 

The regulations for insurance are extended to reinsurance business 

and became varied and camplex. The main economic group of restric- 

tions which may expose the reinsurers to risks which are related to :- 
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Monetary ristrictions 

These restrictions and their respective rules would affect the 

reinsurance remittance and make difficulties for the international 

reinsurance market, especially when it is always changing rapidly in 

some countries, and this causes a delay in remittance% more cost for 

reinsurers and exposes the balance due to the movement of changing 

rates as well as devaluation of the value of the currency. 
" 

2- Deposits and reserves rules 

Deposits and reserves refer to the funds which are retained by the 

ceding canpany from its reinsurers for their share in the outstanding 

losses and unexpired risks due under a certain cover. At first, after 

the second world war, it was retained as " additional security for due 

performance of the reinsurer's. The ceding campany pay in return a 

net interest on these funds to reinsurers at a fixed rate which is al- 

ways less than they would normally have the right to recieve. 

Therefore the reinsurer has a substantial proportion of his funds 

deposited with his ceding canpanies, which may affect the solvency and 

liquidity required and his revenue from investment. 

sane countries involve exchange control of such dif- 
ficulty that payment can take a year or 18 months to be 
made. (Craighead, 1979) 

Some countries devalue their national currency in order 
to face their economic difficulties. 
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In fact, the revenue of these funds is a considerable factor in- 

fluencing the profitability of the reinsurance covers. For instance 

Table 3.13 and FIG 3.12 are representative of the technical results 

and the revenue from investment of its funds and would illusterate 

that :- 

1- The fluctuation in revenue was affected by the percentage of 

premium received and claims paid in each year, ie. the percen- 

tage of the invested premium. 

2- The invested revenue fran 1963 to 1977 exceeded the technical 

results, even after deducting the taxes due. 

3- The average of the technical results during the period 1959 to 

1977 was - 2.15 (ie. a loss), while the average of the invest- 

ment revenue was 10.95 % of premiun. It should be 6.57 % if the 

tax rates were 40 % on interest. 

4- For any underwriting year the percentage of premiums exceeds the 

percentage of claims paid in the first years, which leaves a con- 

siderable part of the premium for investment. 

5- About 58.81 % of premiLuns were received by reinsurers instead of 

the 12.29 % of claims which were paid in the first year of any 

underwriting year. 

In this example the ceding company invested the funds of 
the the cover for the first four years of each un- 
dewriting year. 
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6- The variation in percentage of both premium and claim were tested 

and found 
, significant, which means that this average is a 

biased estimation of these percentages. 

3.5.2.1 Social Risks 

There is no direct relationship between reinsurers and the policyý 

holders. But most social risks, such as; moral hazard; change in so- 

cial philosophy; the growing camplexity in social life ..... etc, 

would be transferred to the reinsurance covers and influence their un- 

derwriting results. 

3.5.2.2 Political Risks 

ý Tbday, corruption and wars which exist in many places in the world, 

are considered to have a depressing effect on the political systems 

and on international relationships. This is reflected in increases in 

the risks to which individuals and societies are exposed as well in 

financial results. There are many of these risks, which are included 

in sane original insurance contracts, ie, risks such as war; strikes; 

etc, and also in reinsurance contracts. This is not enough to protect 

the insurer and reinsurers especially where the rules and regulations 

are the subject of continuous modification. These make it difficult 

for' the reinsurer to predict the result of these risks in his port- 

folio. According to the questionnaire data 75 % of reinsurers believe 

that the political circumstances have a medium effect on their under- 
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writing decision, while 25.6 % refer to it as a weak factor in- 

fluencing their decisions. 

3.6 Summary 

It is difficult for any individual research study to cover a full 

analysis of all the risks faced by any enterprise which is subject to 

a wide range and variability of operative factors. The main risks 

which confront the reinsurer as a commercial enterprise were in- 

vestigated according to the general principles of risk and risk 

management theory (which were discussed in the second chapter). 

This analysis was limited to the risks which are related directly 

to the reinsurance methods and was not axtended to the organization 

risks such as property, investment, non-reinsurance liabilities etc. 

The risks were classified and analysed within two main groups. r1be 

first group includes risks in respect which the factors can be con- 

trolled by the insurer or reinsurer or both, such as variation in the 

risk covered, risks related to the technique, risks arising from the 

type and conditions of the reinsurance covers. The second group in- 

cludes risks in respect of which the operative factors are out of the 

insurer's and reinsurer's control. These involve economic, social and 

political risks such as inflation, changes in exchange rates, govern- 

ment restrictions and changes in regulations. 
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The analysis depended upon the opinion of those working in the 

field as well as on the study and investigation of the methods used 

and upon survey statistical material in order to determine the main 

risks and their main factors. 
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CHAPTER F(XJR 

REINSURANCE RISK MANACEMENr 

MEANS of CCNTROL of RISK FACTORS 

4.1 Introduction 

Risk management may be defined as the minimize of the adverse ef- 

fects of risk at minimal cost through its identification measurement 

and control (Meher, 1971) 

7be variation of factors affecting the reinsurance business create 

difficulties in the evaluation and assessment of the potential risks 

of aggregation within a given overall portfolio. Also the growing 

complexity of insured risk and the tendency of the direct insurers to 

replace their proportional covers by non-proportional covers force the 

reinsurer to study carefully the risks confronting him, not only to 

find the most suitable and optimal type of reinsurance (retrocession) 

protection, but also to select the other proper tools in order to 

reduce the chance of risk occurrence. 7hese tools will be studied in 

the following sections. 

4.2 Methods of Risk Protection and Prevention 

It is clear from the analyses of the nature of reinsurance risks in 

the preceding chapter that manY of their causative factors are related 
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to the technical rules used, contractual obligations and managerial 

aproaches. 

4.2.1 The Technical Decision 

These devices mainly involve the rules and procedures for preparing 

the technical and financial results of covers and business, the ac- 

counts of retrocession covers as well as the underwriting and reten- 

tion policy. 

4.2.1.1 Technical Result of Covers 

Before the end of each calendar year (or cover period) the rein- 

surer has the possibility of revising his participation in the light 

of the result of each cover and to make a decision about renewal of 

his participation. 

This decision is very important, not only for the reinsurer's busi- 

ness, but also for the result of his retrocession covers which are a 

part of inward business. The analysis of the questionnaire data (part 

F-1) using BMDP IM 3M (summarized in Figures 4.1 and 4.2) indicate 

that :- 

I- The reinsurer's renewal decision depends basically on the result 

of these covers. 78.5 % of reinsurers* consider it as a strong 

factor influencing their renewal decision, and'the rest of them 

consider it as a medium factor. 
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2- The difference in assessment of these factor fran one branch to 

another were tested and found non-significant. This means there 

is no difference in their effects on the renewal decision for all 

types of business. 

3- The technical result factor, alone, explains 11.5 % of the varia- 

tion of the renewal decision. 

4- The factors influencing the reinsurer's renewal decision can be 

classified into six factors explaining 88 % of the variation 

leaving only 12 % to randan fluctuation. 

5- The main clusters are :- 

The nature of the portfolio covered which include "CL" and 

"PI" and explain 18.7 % of variance. 

ii- Changes in the main terms of the cover which involve "CC" 

and "CCS" and explain 18.0 % of variance. This refers to 

the expected effects of these amendments on the result of 

covers in future. 

iii- Settlement of balances due, which explains 15.6 % and 

involves "SB" and "bV'. 

iV- "W which contains one cluster and explains 12.4 % of 

variance. 

V- "IWC" is considered a separate cluster and explains 11.8 % 

of variance 
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FIGURE 

RENEWAL DECISION 
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FIG. (4.2) 

HISTOGRAM OF "RC" FOR 
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In the preceding chapter, the methods used in preparing these 

results were investigated and it was shown that their results varied 

with the fluctuation in exchange rate for each currency and with both 

the volume and the result of each currency. 1bus, any renewal deci- 

sion depending upon these results may not be the optimal decision and 

may expose the reinsurer to more risks Le a significant deviation in 

actual results from those expected. 

The results, in practice, of the method will be examined as well as 

the technique for determining the correction factors which may reflect 

benefits in the light of the actual results, from the reinsurer's 

point of view. 

Claims and Expenses Paid 
Actual Result =% 

Net Premi= and Interest Received 

7his means that the exchange rate to be used is the rate used for 

payments and that which determines the financial and technical results 

are identical. In fact the reinsurers as commercial enterprises 

seeking for suitable return of capital are interested, mainly, in the 

net financial results of their business and consequently with the 

financial result of each cover. 

Table 4.2 shows the considerable differences between the balances 

due in one currency and the actual Payments in any other currency 

which make the financial results very greatly different from the 

results calculated by any of the methods used. 
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Fic, ulir 4.3 

BALAICE PAID IN SWF 

(1969-1981) 

BALANCE PAID IN L. 

(1969-1981) 
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For example the balance due, under the first treaty, from the 

ceding canpany for U/Y 1969-1981 was LE 857,000 while reinsurers 

received L 376,000 as equivalent ie. a difference of the L 303,000 or 

44.6 % of actual balance due. In the second treaty the situation was 

the opposite and the ceding campany paid to reinsurers an amount of L 

231,000 while the net balance in the original currency was LE 35,000 

due to the ceding company. This means that the reinsurer may receive 

an inadequate premium or pay more claims resulting from the monetary 

risks. This type of situation affected the reinsurance business after 

1973 as the results of the heavy depreciation in most currencies (see 

Fig. 3.4). 

7bese effects became particularly clear to U. K. reinsurers in the 

mid to late 1970s when sterling was weakening against almost all other 

currencies. (C. I. I, 1982). 

85.8 % of the reinsurers (Appendix no: one) feel that the change in 

the exchange rate must be taken into consideration in preparing the 

covers' results. It is still. difficult for most of them, if not all, 

to determine the actual results of these covers. At the same time all 

methods used in the treatment of the difference in results of exchange 

for balances, reserves and remittances respectively are varied and aim 

only at achieving an artificial balance in their book accounts. 

In practice the determination of the actual result may involve 

procedures too camplicated for manual use. However,, because of its 
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importance and the availability of electronic systems, it becomes more 

practical. Using a reliable program within a ccmplete system provides 

the essential means of determining the actual result of the covers, or 

at least the correction factor for each category of covers, if not for 

each cover. For this technique formulae 3.4 and 3.7 can be improved 

for determining the actual result as follows :- 

Let I, The net rate of interest in i th year it '0 

I it ý0 when t=0 

R The rate of exchange for J th 
currency and iit 

t th 
month of i th 

year. 

L iit The claims in j th 
currency for i th 

year 

which settled at t th 
month where t=0 when 

it still unsettled. 

P The premiums for i th 
year in j th 

currency ii t "2 

which settled at t th 
month or t=0 when it 

still unsettled. 

T, The net interest on reserves (which includes in iit '0 

a/c's - 

Then :- 

kk 
[Nj 'LRnj+ 

AM 
kkn 

[R . {P +z2 
j=l nj Rnj j=l j=ý 

n 12 
rr-i+l-t/ 12 2 :E (L 

ljt 
(1+I it) R 

ljt) i=l t=O 

12 

'T (P ijt +Tijt7Eijt) (, +Iit)n-i+l-t/12 Rij t} 1 t=o 
(4.1) 
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Where t= 1, 2,3, 4,5, ... .**., 12 

t= 0' when the account's item still due. 

T. = 0 when t=0i. e I`0 j 1 io 

R-jt = 1 
1 when t=0i. e Rjjo-,., 2 1 

The suggested formula for the result of reinsurance covers takes 

into consideration the effects of the following :- 

1- The delay in settlement of balances due. 

2- Change in exchange rates used in settlement of balances due under 

the cover. 

3- Change in exchange rates used in preparing the result of rein- 

surance covers. 

4- The retained reserves as well as the interest for the cover 

funds. When these reserves are included in the statement of the 

accounts, formula 4.1 can be improved to :- 

kkn 12 i+l-t/12 2[R -[ 21Z (±LRijtLijt) (1+Iit)n- R. 
j=l nj i=l i=l t=O ljt 

ART-- 
kkn 12 

)n-i+l-t/12 ,T 
[R 

nj'2 'T 
I (±PRij týPjj eTij t7Eij t) lt R 

3. j t' j=l j=l i=l t=o 

... (4.2) 

An alternative technique is suggested in 4.2.1.2 which 
depends upon isolating the technical result and balances 
due frcm all effects of the monetary risks. 
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In the covers based on a clear cut year system (such as in fire) 

the notations of the portfolios will be :- 

+L Rijt The "IN" loss portfolio in j th 
currency. 

-L Rijt The "OUT" loss portfolios. 

+P Rijt The "IN" premium portfolio in j th 
currency. 

-P Rijt 
The "Our" premium portfolio. 

Using this fomula, the deviation in results will be examined to 

decide how long the reinsurer can rely upon the results from these 

methods in making his decisions and how much are the risks to which he 

is exposed to if he does so. The main property can be realized by 

using the ratio of deviation instead of the deviation of the result 

itself. Table 4.4 and figure 4.3 explain the percentage deviations 

for one currency and indicate that: 

These deviations (errors) were calculated by using two of 
the reinsurance covers and eight currencies (Table 3.3), 
where each U/Y was considered a seperate cover. 
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FIG. (4.4) 

HISTOGRAM OF ERROR IN RESULTS 

IN ONE CURRENCY 
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1- The errors varied from method to method according to the nature 

of the accounts and the fluctuation in exchange rate. 

2- These errors are affected by the reserves and rate of loading 

premiums in the first years of each U1Y. 

3- The ratio of these errors to actual results were tested and found 

to vary significantly with the methods used, which mean that the 

deviation of statistical anticipation and actual result may not 

be regarded as entirely randan. 

4- The difference between the result of method four and the actual 

result can be considered the financial effects of the interest 

rate. 

In reinsurance covers based on more than one original currency, the 

errors in results will be affected by the fluctuation of each currency 

as well as the volume of business included in the cover in each case. 

I Table 4.4 and Fig. 4.5 express the errors using SWF and DM as the 

original currency and L as the converted currency indicating that :- 
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FIG. (4.5) 

HISTOGRAM OF ERROR IN RESULTS 
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I- The errors still vary from method to method with maximum devia- 

tion in the result of method four and the minimum error for 

method one 

2- The change in the result of method three may be due to the change 

in the exchange rate only when all items are the same in original 

currency. 

3- The errors in net results of each method depend on the fluctua- 

tion in the exchange rate of each currency, ie. they are due to 

the method used. 

4- When the result in each currency and its relative items in the 

accounts differ from the result in other currencies, the errors 

resulting from the third and fourth methods will be considerably 

greater. 

The relation between these errors and the changes in the exchange 

rate is affected by many factors such as premiums, claims, charges and 

reserves in each account as well as the period of account and curren- 

cies used. Due to the difficulties in arriving at the actual result, 

the determination of the fraction for correcting the results from the 

methods already used is important. 

This is when the converted currency is weakening against 
the original currency. 
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It is possible to develop a regression equation that takes into ac- 

count the influence of the rate of interest, fluctuation in the ex- 

change rate, premiums and claim reserves retained, average of period 

of settlement and a dLzmy variable for the years (in U1Y covers), by 

making certain assumptions about the distributions of these variables 

and the nature of their relationship. 

4.2.1.2 Retrocession Covers 

Little attention has been paid by the insurance and reinsurance 

cmpanies as well as theoretically and by researchers to the relation- 

ship between premiums and claims in reinsurance and in retrocession 

accounts and their actual value in the original currency. 
* 

When the currency or currencies of protection covers are different 

from the original currency, the reinsured applies the rate at transac- 

tion date or his own system. The reinsurance accounts take place 

after a period depending on the period of (reinsurance and retroces- 

sion) accounts. In practice the reinsurance contracts, especially for 

non-proportional covers give attention only to the changes of exchange 

rate and its effects on the liability limits and other reinsurance 

contracts leaving the rate applied for accounts and settlement to the 

Neave (1973) described the situation when retrocession is 
not effected in the same currency as one where the rein- 
surer incurs an excnange risk. 'Inis coulcl aistort ccm- 
pletely the technical result and make a mockery of the 
reinsurance principle of following the fortune of the 
original company. 
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reinsured system. To examine these effects on the result of retroces- 

sion covers, 

Let TRi = The technical result in original currency for 

inward business. 

r= The rate of exchange in the year. 

Lj = Losses and other charges. 

Pi= Net premiums and other items 

Then 

L1R, +L 2R2 +L 3R3 + 

TR = 

pIRI+ P2R2 + P3R3 +**** 

Due to the lorxg period between preparing direct insurance accounts 

and reinsurance or retrocession accounts, the technical result for the 

reinsurer will be :- 

LIR 12 +L 2R22 +L 3R33 +***' 

TR R 

pIR 12 + P2R22 + P3R33 +**** 

When Rl 2 r- RI+ Cl and R22 : -' R2+ C2 

The difference between the reinsured's and reinsurer's results will 

be as follows :- 
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n 
LR1 

TRR - TR, 
n 

PR1 
i=l 

'Z Li(Ri+ Ci ) 
j=l 

Pi (R+ Ci 

Yt cc,. L P pa 

YI- R %ý. -ý 
1 F, c� 

piRi 
(1 pl- 

Cr , i=l (: ýb 

Then the technical result of retrocession covers equals the 

original result of risk retroceded only when 11i. - Ci = Ri 

ie. when ci =0 

To investigate the effects of these procedures, we examine here, 

for instance, the result of a retrocession cover arising from inward 

covers in different currencies to the Iondon market and the balance 

due in L against the result of the same business after retrocession. 

Table (4.5) shows that 

The result in original currencies differs considerably fran the 

result in L (for inward business) as well as frcm the result in L 

for the protection cover in the same original currency or after 

conversion to LE. 

For simplicity and to have a more accurate result we as- 
sume the result for all original currencies are the same. 
This avoids the deviation in result due to the weights of 
the results Of the actual business in each currency. 
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-he 
difference was on average 9.7 % for inward business and 

11.9 % for retrocession covers in the original currencies when 

the retocession covers were in EL. 

2- Although the results in original currencies are the same for all 

currencies, the difference in results in converted currencies 

were tested and found highly significant which means that they 

are due to the fluctuation in exchange rate. 

3- The balances received by the reinsurer for this business* dif- 

fered fran those paid to the reinsurers for the same business. 

These differences reached LE 40 000 or 1.1 % of the balance 

received in L for these years. The total loss due to the 

monetary risks was L 1206 000 or 54.3 % of the retrocession tran- 

saction (net balance). 

4- The difference in balances due for inward business from those due 

for retrocession cover in original currencies or L were found 

considerably differed. This means there is a strong correlation 

between the differences in balances, results and the fluctuation 

in exchange rate. These differences may vary according to :- 

We assume here that there is no difference in clauses of 
inward business and protection (retrocession) covers. 
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i- The result of business in each currency. 

ii- The bulk of business in each currency. 

iii- The period of accounts for the inward covers and retrocession 

cover. 
iv- The fluctuation in the rate of exchange in both original cur- 

rency(s) and currency of retrocession cover. 

Therefore, the more interference (overlapping) in the covers and 

the more retroceded is the reinsurance the more deviation there is in 

their results from the results of risks covered and the more the 

deviation of the reinsurer's decision-from the optimum decision. Also 

any attempt to get over this problem and to eliminate the monetary 

risk has to depend upon the rate of exchange. That may be through 

giving more attention to these risks which are created by the in- 

surance and reinsurance technique or operation and avoiding, or at 

least minimizing, their effects whether in fluctuation in losses or 

through making a wrong decision. This can be achieved through inter- 

national co-operation in applying a new technique for insurance and 

reinsurance covers as follows :- 

using a fixed exchange rate for each U1Y and for all currencies 

at the same date. 

2- These fixed rates should be used for :- 

Settlement of all balances due under all business for this 

U/Y. 
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ii- Determining the limits of liabilities. 

iii- Converting the original currencies in any inward business for 

the retrocession covers. 

3- Isolating and identfying the monetary losses by the reinsured and 

using the pools or any other form of reinsurance to protect his 

account against the monetary risks as a separate risk. 

This procedure or system may provide the stability required in in- 

surance and reinsurance business as well as in the international mar- 

kets. It means that the reinsurer will receive the premiUMs and pay 

the claims for any risk with the same exchange rate, consequently his 

business result will not be affected by the monetary risk. Instead 

the reinsured will bear all the financial consequences of these 

risks, but with a capability to determine the actual losses and 

prepare suitable reinsurance coverage to protect himself and his rein- 

surers from its severity. 

7he actual monetary losses can be determined, by the following :- 

Define : 

ML = The monetary loss 

B tjy = The balance due for U/Y y in ith currency for 

tth account. 

Especially when he is asked to convert all balances to 
his national currency. 
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F-= The fixed rate of exchange for j th 
currency Rjy 

and y 
th U/Y. 

R, 2, - The exchange rate for j th 
currency at (dt+l) 

j, dt+l 

month frcm the anticipated date where "d" is the 

period of account in months. 

Then ML can be expressed as: 

nt k 
ML =22B tj 

(F Rj - Rj, dt+l ... (4.3) 
y t=o i=l 

Where ML 
y 

for U/Y "y" may be extended for all underwriting years 

for one cover or for more than one treaty. 

Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show the values of ML for two reinsurance covers 

over the period 1969-1981 according to this method, and indicate that 

The reinsurer will bear only the burden of the original risks 

whatever the fluctuation in exchange rate. This should provide 

more reliability in his statistical inference, and technical and 

financial results of his business. 
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2- The losses of monetary risks are affected by the changes in ex- 

change rate and the net balance due. These losses were 42.0 % 

of balances due in converted currency for first treaty and 78.7 

% for the second treaty in the same period (1969-1981). 

3- The monetary loss for one part of the reinsurance contract does 

not imply a profit of the same value to the other party and vice 

versa. 

4- The value of ML is affected by the balance due for each account 

and the deductible items (CCILKlission and reserves etc. ) in these 

accomts. 

5- In a clean cut year system, "ML" equals the difference in result 

caused by using a rate of exchange for the withdrawal portfolio 

at the end of any year and the fixed rate for next year in the 

entry portfolio. 

6- The actual amount of "ML" may be reduced when more than one cur- 

rency is used in settlement of balances due. Mis may be due to 

the difference in exchange rate fluctuation from one currencY to 

another (Table 3.6). 

7- This will help the insurers and reinsurers to avoid using any 

artificial item for exchange rate differences in their books,, 

they can achieve an actual balance using the value of ML or the 

cost of the protection cover. 
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8- When R 
ii 

is constant for each U/Y the result of all methods 

(formulea 3.4 - 3.6) will be identical. This means the rein- 

surer's decisions become more rational. 

9- The limits of the liability under the cover will not deviate 

from those accepted by the reinsurer and which he has arranged 

to bear. 

10- The balances received fram inward business will be in 

equilibrium with their relative balances paid to the reinsurer 

under retrocession covers whatever the overlapping in the busi- 

ness covered. 

The rate of insurance premium, in the long term, will be amended 

to cover the monetary risks of the national currency (or the 

original currencies) - 

12- The more currencies that are used in the covers or in settlement 

balances the less the severity of monetary risks. 
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4.2.1.3 Underwriting Policy 

Underwriting is a systematic technique of evaluating the risks 

which are offered, selected, classified and rated. Underwriting 

policy refers to the regulations, rules and instructions which provid 

the framework within which the underwriter makes decisions, such as 

risks to be accepted, limits of underwriting for retention and for 

retrocession covers, and the technique to be-used in evaluating risk. 

The optimal underwriting policy is absolutely essential for making 

rational decisions and selecting profitable operations through 

eliminating the risks which are related to :- 

1- The ceding company's underwriting policy. 

2- The fluctuation in the result of the original risks covered. 

3- Economic, social and political environment. 

4- Accumulation of liabilities. 

The accuracy both of analyzing the factors affecting the results 

and the process of accepting or rejecting any reinsurance cover and 

consequently the underwriting decision, mainly, depends upon: - 

1- The volume and precision of the data and information available. 

2- The technical ability and the personal characteristics of the un- 

derwriters. All underwriters consider this the basis of the un- 

derwriting decision. 
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3- The facilities available and the technique used in this analysis. 

11he reinsurer may face difficulties in reaching the optimal under- 

writng policy as a result of the limited data which may be introduced 

to him about the individual risk* in any particular reinsurance cover, 

especially for the medium and small sum insured. The information 

within any reinsurance offer may be insufficient on its own to make a 

rational decision, and then the reinsured has to rely in his analyses 

on other sources of information. The main sources according to the 

response to the qestionnaire are as follows :- 

The underwriter's own experience 94.9 % 

Data and information in the offers 89.5 % 

iii- The company's file data 83.7 

iv- The company's reports and researches 74.0 % 

V- Other companies' reports 52.8 % 

vi- Conferences and discussions 70.9 % 

The data and information within the reinsurance offer can be clas- 

sified into 

,,, I- Information about risks covered which involve the original risks 

covered, nature of business covered, territorial scoper limits of 

liabilities and the ceding company's retention or priority. 

The data available to the underwriter in direct insurance 
involve data and information introduced by the insured or 
reports and inspections, past experience of the risk, the 
policy and the business covered. 
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2- Information about the financial terms of the cover which includes 

the premium rate (for surplus and non-proportional covers), rate 

of commission, profit cammission and other charges, reserves and 

portfolio system, period of accounts, and settlement of balances 

and currency or currencies for accounts and payments. 

3- The past experience of the cover in detail over the last few 

years. 

4- General information, such as, the ceding if the offer is through 

a broker, the period of cover and the CCULUencement date, the 

share offered and any special clauses or changes in portfolio. 

--in facultative covers the offer or slip always gives more informa- 

tion about the individual risk covered witli regard to the insured, the 

sum of insured , "MPL", original company, rate of premium 

etc. 

In the case of a reinsurance treaty of any kind, the picture is far 

more, ccmplicated,, as the underwriter has only an estimate of what he 

may have accepted, it depends on what the reinsured will write within 

the period considered (Craighead, 1979). 73.6 % of the underwriters 

consider the result of cover under investigation not enough for making 

the underwriting decision. At the same time the appropriation of this 

information for making a rational decision depends on the nature of 

the factors influencing the underwriting decision. 

The reinsurer becomes in the -same Position as the insurer 
in direct insurance. 
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ý. 2.1.4 Underwriting factors 

4 
Carter (1979), Gerathewohl (1980), Holton (1973) have discussed the 

essential information and the factors affecting the reinsurance under- 

writing decision. Owing to the variability of these factors and their 

effects in assessing the risks, they will be evaluated here using the 

survey data which reflect the underwriters' opinions. 

The use of factor analysis and the clustering technique and one way 

analysis of variance for the first and second part of the question- 

naire data gives the results which are summarized in table (4.11) and 

figures (4.6,4.7). These results are very important for detecting, 

evaluating the main factors and determining their effects for planning 

the underwriting policy and for making a successful underwriting deci- 

sion. They indicate that there are thirteen main factors which are 

discussed in detail in the following :- 

1- The relationship with the ceding ccmpany. 

This factor involves "IWC" and "PRS" and explain 9.2 % of the 

variation of the reinsurer's underwriting decision. This reflects the 

delegation of the technical aspects to the middle level of management 

of these ccimpanies. This may be due to the strong Ccmpetition in the 

international market and the limited covers offered. 

* Using BMDP IM, 3M and 7D. 
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This relation can be quantified by taking into-account :- 

i- The period of the relationship. 

ii- The number of covers ceded and participated. 

iii- Net profit for the last five years. 

iv- 7be future of this relationship ie. number of covers in 

force and the bulk of business included. 

2- Political and economic situation 

. 
This is a difficult factor to assess because it is subject to rapid 

changes and sometimes its severity is unpredictable. Sane recent 

studies have reached the conclusion that there is a strong relation- 

ship between the underwriting result and the economic cycle. 

In the opinion of the underwriters this factor explains 8.3 % of 

the variation of their underwriting decision. Me underwriter needs 

an evaluation of many economic sectors and of their effects on in- 

surance and reinsurance business as well as on the risks covered. 

These involve study of the following :- 

The inflation rate. 

Investment and interest rate. 

iii- The balance of payments of the country and the monetary 

restrictions. 

iv- The stability of econornic and political systelns. 
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3- Past experience 

Past experience, in the absence of any disturbing influence (which 

is rarely likely) will reflect the actual experience of the following 

i- Risks covered. 

ii- Territory scope. 

iii- The ceding canpany's underwriting policy. 

Unfortunately, many other factors influence past experience and 

make it unreliable for statistical inference. Schwartz (1983) ex- 

plains that the loss ratio will considerably differ according to the 

principles used. 

and Var Cp> Var Cn > Var Cs 

Where Cp= The standard calendar year loss ratio by policy year. 

Cs= The standard calendar year loss ratio. 

Cn= The calendar year loss ratio by policy year. 

-00 
*-S=2. AS(L iti-i -L il-i )/ PS 

j=] 

-00 
Y A. 
1=0 , 

-7 
n=7AL 

-8 
-00 

2A 
-8 

/ P-8 
i=-8 

where A, A. are correction factors, and P, L the 
premiums 

A claims respectively. 
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Although, this factor accounts for 7.9 % of the underwriting deci- 

sion variation, 84.1 % of the underwriters give more attention to the 

trend of the data introduced from past experience. There was no sig- 

nificant difference between all types of the reinsurance business. 

This means that the average loss ratio used by the reinsurers is a 

biased estimation of the trend of the results. 

kY 
22c 
j=i Y--l 

ALR = --- (4.4) 
kY 

2 7- p 
j=l Y--l 

For currency j, and underwriting year y. Where C 
njy and P 

njy are the 

claims and premiums for U/Y y and the development year n for cur- 

rency i- 

It is obvious that for the U/Y covers the final result at the end 

of any of the following few years will differ from the results at the 

offered date. This is mainly due to the errors in estimating the out- 

standing losses, I. B. N. R and the inflation rate. Thus the estimation 

of loss ratio should take into account all the elements of the run-off 

triangle of the net loss ratio and not rely only on the diagonal ele- 

ments (4.4). The technique of the chain ladder method explained by 

Beard (1975), Clark (1974), Taylor (1975) and Benjamin (1977) can be 

used to estimate the loss ratio for the develoipment years. 

l:. 

e 
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Table (4.8) 

U/Y At end of the development year 

1 2 3 4 5 1 

R1, R12 R13 R14 R15 R 1, j 

2 R21 R 22 R23 R24 R25 R 2, J 

3 R31 R32 R33 R34 R35 R 3, J 

4 R41 R42 R43 R44 R45 R 4, J 

5 R51 R52 R53 R54 R55 R 5, J 

This means that the changes in the average loss ratio from one year 

to the next year is the basis of filling the empty cells of the lower 

triangle of table (4-8). Then: 

k-l 
II R. 

j=1 3,3+1 

Rj_j+,, j+l k-1 
IT 

i=i 

Rj_j+,, j = The diagonal elements. 

RI_j+,, j+l = The empty cells. 

. Rj_j+,, j (E4.5) 

Starting with the diagonal next to the run-off triangle,, its value 

is used in estimating the next diagonal cells ... etc. As an ax- 

ample numerical figures are quoted from Benjamin (1977) with an as- 

sumption that the payments were equal to the claims and the out- 

standing losses. Using formula (4.5), we obtain results in table 

(4.9). 
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TABLE (4.9) 

U/Y Ratio of losses to develpnent years 

1 2 3 4 5 

70 32.71 60.87 74.40 81.93 94.55 

71 28.24 56.76 67.74 76.82 88.65 

72 26.17 50.34 61.66 68.91 79.52 

73 31.85 64.50 78.27 87.47 100.94 

74 23.46 45.83 55.6 62.15 71.72 

The average ratio at the end of 1974 from formula (4.4) is 58.82 % 

while the estimation loss ratio from table (4.9) will be :- 

kj. 
7k 

17 Rik n. T R. 86.44 % ilk 

Where k=4 at the end of fourth development year. 

The expected loss ratio for the risks which have a long tail 

liability at the development year "J" may depend upon the past ex- 

perience of the same category of risks covered for a longer period of 

years. Then: 
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j-1 
RG R i, J Mh T_i+, "_T 

h=l 

J-j 

Mh Ri, h+l Ri, h 

where and Mi', is the loss ratio of the category of risks at the 

end of developnent year J. and 

R 
1, k 

R 
1, J RG i1i 

RGi, k 

as R 
1, k for the cover under investigation and RGi,, k for the general 

experience of category calculated fran formula (4.5) for the U/Y con- 

sidered, Table (4.10). 
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4- Risk premium. 

Ibe bargains for establishing the premium rate and other reirv- 

surance conditions are limited by the leader on the cover and other 

reinsurers follow him in regard to the main clauses at least. A 

number of quantitative tools or techniques, for fixing the premium 

rate, have been developed especially for non-proportional covers. 

This factor involves "PR! ' and "COC" and explains 7.2 % of decision 

variation, where commission and other charges should be related to the 

type of cover, type of risk and the profitability of cover. 

5- Limits of liabilities and retrocession covers. 

, 7he underwriting decission is limited by the capacity of the ccm- 

pany ie. its retention and retrocession cover limits. 7hen "LLC" and 

"LrC" join in'one cluster and explain together 7.6 % of the variation 

of underwriting decision. This means that the market conditions, 

reinsurance facilities, underwriting capacity and retention are 

closely linked and they all have to be investigated before an under- 

writing policy can be developed. 

6- The ceding canpany's underwriting policy. 

As mentioned in 3.4 the underwriting result (for original risk) 

depends on the ceding campany's underwriting policy which affects the 

reinsurer's underwriting decision and explains 6.7 % of its variation. 
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; -, Territory of the cover. 

This factor explains 6.6 % and reflects the importance of the na- 

ture of the reinsurance business, accunulation, the variation in 

policies and their conditions as well as the natural catastrophe. 

These should be considered by the reinsurer when making his under- 

writing decision in order to reduce the fluctuation in his portfolio. 

8- Type of reinsurance cover. 

The type of the cover determines, usually, the relationship between 

the result of the cover, and the result of the ceding canpany's account 

and his interest or retention fran the same business. Therefore it 

affects the rating and the charges of the cover. This factor explains 

6.6 % of the variation of underwriting decision. 

9- The competition in reinsurance market. 

Competition as a factor imposes a constraint on the underwriting 

decision and explains 6.4 % of its variation. 

10- The ceding canpany's retention. 

The absolute net retention of the original insurer should be clear 

to the underwriter and should be taken into account in detemining the 

decision and the other conditions of the cover especially the premium 

rate. This factor explains about 6.3 % of the decisions variation. 
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11- Financial position of the ceding ccmpany. 

This factor involves "IV' and "FPC" and explains 6.3 % of the varia- 

tion. This means that there exists reciprocity with any campany and 

may protect the reinsurer and provide confidence in this relationship 

and operation. The financial strength can be quantitative through 

evaluating the balance sheets, profit and loss accounts, assets, 

liabilities, reserevs, investments, the bulk of business in each class 

and its results. 

12- Type of risk covered. 

in practice the portfolio includes various type of risks, but these 

are linked in one way or another. The nature of risks and the factors 

which influence their occurrence and their movement will affect the 

future result, especially if they are subject to rapid change. 

Therefore the past may not provide a sure basis for prediction to the 

future. This difficulty explains 6.1 % of the variation of the rein- 

surer's underwriting decision. 

13- Risks included in the cover. 

- This factor explains 5.6 % of the underwriting decision variation 

(for its effects on underwring results see 3.4/). 

All factors affecting underwriting decision taken together explain 

90 % of the decision variation which means that 10 % are due to random 
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elements of variance. One can hardly find a single factor that can be 

expected to remain unchanged throughout a period of about five years 

(Gerathewohl, 1980). But the fact is that these factors will still 

influence the reinsurance underwriting decision even if with different 

weight. 

4.2.1.5 Mathematical models 

As the result of the introduction of camputerbased information 

systems, many researchers have turned to the study of the mathematical 

tools which might significantly help the reinsurer in his attempt to 

approach optimization in his underwriting decision. Craighead (1979) 

explained the nature of this decision as the underwriter is dealing 

with an amalgam of "soft data", the measure of the moral risk involved 

(in its widest sense) and "hard data",, that is statistical data almost 

always incomplete and almost never completely applicable to the risk 

involved (although it may purport to do so). For these,, the contribu- 

tion of the factors we have been studying ealier may be used. 52.5 % 

of underwtiters* consider their decision-making to be too complicated 

to be parallelled by computer modelling. They argue that there is no 

substitute for intelligence and common sense. Sane 47.5 % of rein- 

surers partly (but not fully) computerize their underwriting decision 

while at least 32.6 % are using some mathematical models to assist 

them. 

* Or at least 51.1 % with 95 % confidence. 
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4.2.2 Contractual devices 

4.2.2.1 - The nature of reinsurance contracts 

The reinsurance contract rests on mutual confidence between two 

parties. Each should consider the other's financial strength, 

capacity and willingness to deal openly, fairly and promptly (Advanced 

Group, No: 148,1975). Also in addition to these legal principles, 

which are applicable to all reinsurance contracts as a contract uber- 

rima fides, there are many special clauses which aim directly to 

protect the reinsurer from the risks which are related to the ceding 

company's underwriting policy, errors in operating the covers, changes 

in the nature of the risks covered and the increase of liabilities by 

authorities. The most important of these clauses will be studied here 

as tools for preventing some of the risks faced by the reinsurer and 

in order to assess their effects. 

4.2.2.2 Special clauses 

I- Right of inspection clause 

This clause gives the reinsurer rights to inspect the reinsured's 

recordst books, accounts, and any document relating to the business 

covered under the reinsurance protection. (Appendix no: 2). However 

this clause is rarely used in practice mainly because :- 

Whatever the different of basic wording in use. 
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It implies doubt as to the ceding company's business opera- 

tion and consequently could affect the reinsurer's relation- 

ship with the ceding company, a very important factor in 

reinsurance business. Then it will be valuable for all rein- 

surers if the leader on the cover becanes obliged to provide 

the other reinsurers with a technical report about his 

regular revision to the reinsured documents and policy. 

The ceding ccmpany may not have enough detail about the in- 

dividual risks included in the retrocession covers. 

iii- The nature of some covers such as "TMNERS" where claims due 

to the ceding company have no apparent relation to its share 

of the original claims. 

2- Underwriting policy clause 

- Under this clause (Appendix no: 2), the reinsured shall inform his 

reinsurers of any significant changes in the nature of the risks 

covered,, the level of rate or in his reinsurance programme. In non- 

proportional covers the reinsured has to hdve prior approval from his 

reinsurers for any changes in his underwriting Policy or liability. 

This cover depends upon the possibility that the ceding 
company will be involved under many treaties for the same 
part of almost every major disaster in the world (see 
C. I. I, 1983). 
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This clause is very hriportant for protecting the reinsurer fran the 

effects of changes in the factors which influence the result of 

covers. 

3- Other clauses 

In order to help the reinsurer in his assessment of the risks in 

his portfolio some clauses determine the minimum data and information 

that the ceding company is obliged to send to the reinsurerr such as 

claims advices, loss bordreaux, main risks under the cover . etc. 

other clauses determine the limits and definitions of the main terms 

(Append ix no: 2) . 

4.3 Managerial devices 

Insurance and reinsurance company management is significantly dif- 

ferent from the management tasks of the other industries. Reinsurance 

business is more complex and subject to many variations as a result of 

the complexity of modern life. Then the success of the reinsurer in 

achieving stability in his business results depends, to a large 

degree, on the efficiency of the management which in turn depends on 

technical ability and training facilities, the precision of and the 

quality of data and information available, the soundness of judgement 

of, the underwriters and staff and the facilities and techniques used 

in planning underwriting, retention,, investment, and marketing 

policies. 
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4.4 Methods of risk avoidance 

All reinsurers and insurers must retain at least a part of each in-- 

dividual risk in their portfolio. As the reinsurance and retrocession 

covers do not protect them fran all the financial consequences of 

risk, they should avoid being involved in heavy risks or in a huge 

liability for any one risk or event, by limiting their underwriting 

and using. 

4.4.1 Exclusion clause 

ribis helps the direct insurer to eliminate or at least Minimize the 

effects of moral hazards, uninsurable risks, catastrophic risks, and 

this extends to reinsurance business. It enables the reinsurer to 

avoid being involved in risks with heavy losses, national disaster, 

accumulation ..... etc. 

4.4.2 Underwriting limits 

To reduce some risks the reinsurer may limit his underwriting from 

risks or from some countries in the light of their Past results or 

owing to the expectation of ecormic and political factors which may 

influence these results in the future. 
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FIGURE (4.6) 
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4.5 Sunnary 

The main function of risk management is to control the risk fac- 

tors. The means used for this objective are varied according to the 

nature of the risks and factors influencing them. In reinsurance the 

main risk management tools is divided into two main groups. The first 

is related to the technical approach and the second is related to con- 

tractual obligations. In this chapter each of the technical results, 

the factors influencing the renewal decision, the actual result and 

the deviation or error in the result introduced in practice, were 

discussed. The retrocession cover and the severity of the monetary 

losses were investigated, also the methods of determination and 

handling of monetary risks were explained. 

In studying the underwriting policy, the factors influencing the 

underwriting decision were analysed according to the questionnaire 

data, covering the main factors which must be taken into account. In 

regard to the contractual devices, the main clauses affecting directly 

the risk factors were also studied. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

RISK MANAGEMENr 

MEANS TO REDUCE THE SEVERITY OF LOSSES 

5.1 Introductiion 

As mentioned earlierr complete prevention of all risks or their ef- 

fects is impossible. Therefore available risk management tools should 

be used to eliminate or at least to reduce the severity of their 

financial effects. The main tools which are used by the reinsurer as 

well as those which could be used will be discussed in this chapter. 

5.2 The Technical Means 

7he main technical means, which may used to reduce the severity of 

financial loss involve in the risks confronting the reinsurer are con- 

cerned with the measurement of fluctuation in the portfolio, the 

determination of retention limits, selecting the proper retrocession 

covers, operating pools and establishing the technical reserves. 

5.2.1 Evaluation of Risk in Reinsurance Portfolio 

In any portfolio actual loss experience during any one underwriting 

year may fluctuate considerably frm its expected experience averaged 

over a loryger period (Carter, 1979). At the same time the actual 
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premium charged will deviate from calculated risk premium (based on 

anticipated experience) as a result of underwriting decision in the 

conditions of the market (Benjamin, 1977). 

The reinsurance portfolios are significantly differed fran the 

direct insurance portfolios in respect of the nature of the risks 

covered, the number of policies and limits of liabilities as well as 

the details about the individual risk covered and the distribution of 

claims experience. Only details of large losses may be available for 

the reinsurer which makes any evaluation of the risks influencing 

their portfolio more difficult and consequently also, the selection 

and application of the appropriate devices for reducing the financial 

consequences of these risks. 

The variance as a measure of the dispersion of the results in the 

reinsurer's portfolio may depend on the following assumptions: 

I- A Ibnited nLmber of reinsurance covers are included in the port- 

folio and each can be treated as one policy whatever the number 

of its original policies (which is always unknown). 

2- The results are balanced over a long period (many years) and 

there is no autocorrelation between the results for the in- 

dividual underwriting years. 

3- The more hamogenienty in the portfolio, the less the variation in 

the results and the more capability of establishing an adequate 

premim rate. 
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4- The loss ratio instead of the claims experience is used,, as the 

existence of. correlation between claims and premiums means that 

the ratio estimate may be a better measure of claims than the 

claims mean (Yamane, 1967). 

5- The distributions of claims and premiums (for non-proportional 

cover) are normal and the errors associated with any pair of ob- 

servation are assumed to be independent. 

E(eij I enj) =0 where n, j stands for any pair of years 

E(e ij e nk 
) =0 where n, k stand for any pair of years 

Defined: r= pure ratio of claims to premiums in the portfolio for 

i th year. 

C= claims and claims expenses for reinsurance cover j 

P= net premiums for reinsurance cover j. * Then: 

Ci c 

pi p 

claims in portfolio for n years 

premiums in portfolio for n years. 

See Hays and Winkler, 1970. 

Net premium = written premium - commission and other 
charges 
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n 
2cc 
j=l 

Then R=- (5.1) 
n 
5: pi p 
j=l 

c-C 

Subsititute C 

C 

Pp 
And P=T+ (-P-: ý-) =F 

P 

c-C 
Use Taylor's formula to expand [1+- 1-1 (Yamane, 1967) 

C 

p- p C- cH p- P) 

'Z ýT 

In reinsurance business, we assume that over a lorxg time the 

premiums should equal claims, which means that R --+ I. Also we as- 

sume that in any reinsurance portfolio (except for nOn-proportional 

covers in the short-run) there is no claim when there is no premium 

and vice versa. Therefore the regression line of claims on premiums 

is a straight line which goes through the origin and the value of Ri 

will be scattered around this line at a 45 degree angle; then the bias 

will be zero and r is an unbiased estimation of R (Yamane, 1967). 

And 
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nk2 
N-K 1122 (C. RP. -) 

22 j=i j=l 13 
VE (R-R) = -- -- 

nK p2 N-1 

Where N=nK 

n- 

V(r) = 

F2. N (N-1) 

0*0 (5.2) 

nk 
[221 (C. R(P ij i=i 3=1 13 

n-1 
nk2nk 

=[2Z (C ---C) +R 27 
-7 (P 

j2 
ik j=l '3 ij - pj 

P. N (N-1) 

2k 
nj (Cj -C) +R n 

nk 
- 2R 7- 1 (P. (C 

i=l k=l 11 

2nk2nk Mere 2R-T Z [(p.. -p. )(pj-p)] = 2R .72 [(c.. -jj. )(6j- a )] =0 i=i j=l 13 3 i=i j=l 13 3 

nknk 
and 2R 7- 7- [ (c -c) (PiT p. 2R ZZ[ (c - .-C. ) (pj- p0 

i=l j=l ii i=i 3=1 '3 1 

Since the value represented by the terms (Pij - Fj ) and ( cij - j) EF 

are the same (]F- and (&j must be zero when taken over Pi - 

all i th in any group. Then: 
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NNnk22nk 
V (r) = -- 22C +R Z 7- P 

nk i=l j=l i=i j=l 
pij ) (N-1) 

nk2nk2 
p ij cij 

nk 
- 

2- 7-. 
=(Pij- 

IFj) (Cij- dj)] 
NN 1=1 31 

0.. (5.3) 

The equilibrium in the reinsurance portfolio will not be achieved 

until after many years, during which the conditions and the nature of 

risks covered may be changed. It will be necessary to estimate the 

risk on data for only a short time ie a few years. When N is very 

large in relation to K, K/N may be ignored and the fraction of 

sampling in formula 5.3 will then be equal to one as 

1- KIN =1-0=1 

And fomula 5.3 can be developed to: 

n N2 nk2nk2 
V (r) =-[2 7- C+R1Z Pij 

nk 
ij2 

ik j=l 13 i=i j=l 
(S2p) K(N 
i=l j=j 

nk 
pij) 

- R2 
N 

nk 
(II cij) 
i=l j=l 

N 

nk 
-2R Z 7- (Pij- Fj) (Cif C 

i=l j=l 

000 (5.4) 

This formula explains that the increase of reinsurance covers 

in portfolio reduces the fluctuation in result. 
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Also the longer period of years "n" the less the "error" in the 

estimated ratio. Deviation in the result of the risks may occur: 

I- At randam in any given year 

2- Fran errors in the risk premium or in the original risk fluctua- 

tion data. 

Thus the variance in the result may be the result of risks covered 

ie. the reinsurance covered in the portfolio and V(rc) which may be 

determined as: 

N2 

nk2 
7- zp ij )K (N-1) 

i=l j=l 

c ij) 

N. 
3 

nk2nk2 
(y Fc ij (z -7 pij 
i=l j=l 2 i=l j=l 

NN 

( 27 pij) 
i=l 

R 

Nj 

nk 
- 2R F -7 (P.. - P. ) (C., C. )] 

i=i j=l 13 j ii i 

*.. (5.5) 

with df k 

Where the variance due to random fluctuation, (the annual fluctua- 

tion V(r y) can be expressed as: 

Under assumption that the other values are the same. 
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nk22nk 
C. -+R 7- 7- P.. 

nk2 i=i j=l i=i j=l '3 
2: 7- P. K (N-1) 

i=i j=l '3 

n 
ij )2 ( s» c(j pij) 

k2k i=l 
-2R7 -- 1 

j=l j=l Ni 

with df =N j- I 
(5.6) 

It would have been desirable to ccmpute an annual measure of max- 

imum deviation of the total claims in the portfolio. According to the 

defintion of risk in the first chapter, the reinsurance is concerned 

only with the negative deviation as a severity of risk measure or what 

is called "The semivariance" where 

00 

r-R)2 df 

R 

V(r-) (r-R)2 df(r) 

-00 

Berliner (1980) has reached the conclusion that the semivariance 

V is a better risk measure with respect to the content of the word 

"dangerousness" than the variance; the third central moment and the 

linear combin: ation c(V) + d( P3). * For normal distribution 

Markowitz, H. (1938) referred to the semivariance as a 
measure of variability in a portfolio analysis. 
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v= V+ + V- 
Then V+ =1 /2 (V) 

and V+ = V_ 

For single truncated normal distribution the skewness is to wright, 

so that V+ is always greater than V_ 

Then the severity of risk in any portfolio can be measured as fol- 

lows: 

kk 
zc2: P 

j=l j=j J 

as r is an unbiased estimator of R (See p. 169). Then: 

Tc = Tp .R and 
2 V(TQ = TP . V(r) given TP 

N2 

V (TC) = 
K (N- 1) 

nk 
.72C. 

nk22 i=i j=l 11 
[21C. -+ R2P ij i--l j=l 

nk2 
P. 

1=1 3=1 lj nk 
2R 2: 7- P 

ij -P cij - 
N i=l j=l 

.. 0 (5.7) 

There are many arguments about the credibility of using 
variance or the skewness as a measure of risks' degree, 
consequently about the pure risk loading. 
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The risk's severity = 1/2 . V(Tc) when the nomality of 

distribution is assumed or when oo (see table 5.3). In 

general 

Severity of risk = V(Tc) lim c>p> 

Then the severity of risk in the portfolio is influenced by the 

following: 

1- Number of covers in portfolio k 

2- Total of premiums Tp, and total of claims Tc. 

3- The difference between premiums and claims for each cover and for 

all covers or the ratio R. 

4- The distributions of both claims and premiums. 

5- The period of investigation n 

That means there is no contradiction between the result of recent 

studies, which have emphasized that the increase in the number of 

policies in a portfolio will result in a decrease in the risk, and the 

Bernouilli theory regarding the effects of higher risks in the port- 

folio on the fluctuation in results, as the some writers may have 

thought . 

Taking into consideration the size of portfolio and the strength of 

the reinsurer, the degree of risk and its severity will depends on the 

relative risk to total claims, premiums, liabilities or capital and 

reserves. 

* See Carter (1979); Gherathewohle (1980). 
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5.2.2 Retention Policy 
I 

Retention may be defined as the maximum amount that the company is 

prepared to pay on any loss affecting a policy, risk or group of risks 

(C. I. I., 1982). Retention policy is discussed here as a risk manage- 

ment tool by which the reinsurer can reduce the severity of the finan- 

cial result of risks facing him. Then retention policy is very impor- 

tant for insurance and reinsurance companies and they should take into 

account its effects on: 

I- Their underwriting policy, the national and international market 

capacity and consequently the maximum amount of protection that 

can be provided for any one risk or policy and amount of in- 

surance required in the national market. 

2- Their investment planning, loss ratio and cash flow of the com- 

pany. 

3- The balance of payments of the country especially in reduction to 

the cost of reinsurance protection required from the inter- 

national market. 

4- The management expenses and reinsurance methods and costs. 

5- The actual profit which is achieved by the level and form of the 

retention, because the potential probability of a portfolio 

depends upon underwriting policy (C. I. I., 1982). 
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Fig (5.1) 
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5.2.2.1 Factors influencing retention 

Retention policy varies from company to company not only according 

to the main factors influencing their business but also according to 

their assessment of the weight attached to each factor. The analyses 

of the questionnaire data using BMDP 1M and 7D for factor analysis and 

analysis of variance and clustering, give results which are summarised 

in Table (5.1) and Figures (5.1,5.2) which indicate that: 

I- Most of the variables may be regarded as separate factors in- 

fluencing the retention except "CRC" and "CARV which are con- 

tained in one cluster for the cost of retrocession covers 

available. Also "GR" and "ME" are joined in one cluster for the 

factor of goverment restrictions related to retention and 

transfer of balances due to the reinsurers. They explain 12.3 % 

and 15.7 % respectively. 

2- These factors explain 96.9 % of the variance of reinsurer reten- 

tion policy. This leaves only 3.1 % to random fluctuation. 

3- These factors have the same effects in fixing the retention 

limits in all reinsurance portfolios, as there is no significant 

difference in assessment of these factors for the different types 

of portfolio. 

4- Capital and reserves are considered an important factor. This 

explains alone 6.6 % of the variation in retention decision, 

When the number of clusters are reduced, the "FW and , AR! e join 
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TV' in the same cluster. The relation between them has already 

been explained by Beard (1969), Benjamin (1977) as follows 

Ut=U0+pt(i+ X) - ct 

5- The "UP" explains alone, within a separate cluster, 6.6 % of the 

decision variation. This shows the existence of a strong 

relationship between "UP" and retention limits. 

6- "PI" has a strong effect on the retention limits. It explains 

6.4 % of their variation. Carter (1969) has shown (on fire sur- 

plus business) that retention is close to a regression line of: 

Log Y= 1/2 Log 1000 X 

Where Y= the retention and X= the premium income. 

5.2.2.2 Determination of Retention 

The reinsured fix their retention on that limit which minimizes the 

severity of risk ie. the variance of the retained portfolio. In 
I. I 

direct insurance there are many arguments about the credibility of 

using risks or rating as the basis of fixing these limits. 

* See 5. 

According to the theory of individual risk there should 
be low retention for high rated contractst but recent 
studies have emphasized that high retention should be ap- 
plied to highly rated contracts and vice versa 
(Gerathewhol, 1980). 
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In fact they depend on the assessment of factors which influence 

the result and involve original risk factors, technical factors and 

economic factors. Due to the variety of these factors and the dif- 

ficulty of their evaluation, there is no general formula stating what 

level of a retention must apply in particular conditions. Carter 

(1979) emphasized that models are rarely used in practice because the 

statistical data are not yet available in many classes of business. 

But the analyses of the questionnaire data (Appendix no: 1) shows that 

about 13.9 % of the reinsurers use a comprehinsive mathematical in 

fixing their retention while 48.7 % use a simple formula in one or 

more stages of fixing the retention limits. Also Lampire and others 

(1980) have criticized classical retention models because only one of 

the two main purposes of reinsurance is considered while the other is 

more or less overlooked. 

Looking at studies in this field it is clear that they are limited 

in their determination of optimal retention for the direct insurance 

ccmpanies. Some of them look at the problem frcm the point of view of 

a company which acts as both insurer and reinsurer (Borch, 1961; Johe, ' 

1980; Lemair, 1980; Balah, 1981) 

* These main purposes are: 

ý--l- To protect the ceding company from ruin. 
2- To level out the annual results of the cedant,, in 

reducing the random fluctuation. 
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Therefore the models discussed depend upon the characterstics of 

the insurer's portfolio and mainly on the nature of the direct claim 

distribution (which is assumed to be poisson or exponential) or on the 

loss ratio distribution according to the size of claim (which is as- 

sumed to be Beta or weibull), and on focussing on the variance and 

skewness of the retained portfolio. 

However the reinsurer's portfolio may differ considerably from the 

direct insurer's portfolio mainly in: 

I- The nature of protection provided. 

2- The number of covers or policies included. 

3- The extra risks due to reinsurance business. 

4- The princibles used in rating the risk covered. 

5- The limits of liability. 

An examination of the available data about loss ratios in different 

6ouAiries and for different classes of business Fig. 5.1 indicates 

that distribution is affected by the difference in the expenses rate. 

In order to avoid the effect of commissions and all other charges the 

data have been adjusted using the average loss ratio for each class of 

business in each country as a correction factor. Then if we assume 

that the reinsurer's portfolio contains the same size of premium from 

all classes and countries, the amended technical results can be used 

to fit the claims ratio distribution for the reinsurer's portfolio. 
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Figure 5.3 shows an approximately normal claims ratio distribution. 

But this is for the retained account which may, differ from the 

original portfolio of one ccmpany or for a part of its business. wit 

and Kastelijm (1980) have suggested applying a correction factor to 

the Beta distribution, dividing the claim ratio by the maximum claim 

ratio in practice, or using the Weibull distribution. 

Furthermore, the reinsurer has an opportunity to select the covers 

and to participate in a share within fixed liability limits, according 

to his capacity, from a group of covers which may have a normal 

distribution of size. Then premiums, in the reinsurer's portfolio, 

may have approximately a normal distribution according to the size of 

-premium as "T" and the claims "c" will take the same distribution 

since 

P=C+e 

-and both premium "P" and error "e" are normally distributed. This 

means that most of the models discussed do not take into account all 

features of the reinsurer's portfolio. Furthermore the appropriate 

retention in retrocession should aim simultaneously to minimize the 

fluctuation in results V(r) and maximize the retained premium (p- pl) 

Such as the techniques of rating which rely upon the law 
of large numbers in direct insurance and mainly Upon the 
expected cost of each cover in reinsurance. 

* PI is the retroced premiums. 
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When the data cover many years, formula (5.7) will be improved by 

taking into consideration the inflation rate "F" and the annual growth 

in the reinsured's portfolio or the changes in the ceded shares "G". 

Then: 

V (r) =N2V (Ce, +V (p,, 2R cov (C p ... (5.8) 
K (N 

Where P" ii =(p ij - Plij )(1+F )" (I+G 

the standardized net premium retained 

And C" ij =(c ij cl ij )( 1+ F) n-' (I+G) 

11be standardized net claims for retained portfolio. 

As the underwriting portfolio will include various types of risk 

which can be grouped into categories, the variance of each category 

can be determined using two or more way analyses 

Therefore any substantial deviation, in premiums or in liabilities 

of covers from their mean, in portfolio will affect homogeneity and 

increase the randan fluctuation in results. 

Assuming the normality of premiums and claims distribu- 
tions. 
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The lower integral limit in the normal distribution refers to the 

negative losses the occurrence of which may be due to a judgment of a 

court of appeal requiring the insured to repay the insurer part of the 

payments that he received in previous years (Benktander, G. 1974). 

But losses, of this kind, may not be allowed for the reinsurer port- 

folio whatever in the underwriting year system or in the clean cut 

year system. Then the normal distribution as an approximation for the 

P, C, and R distributions is questionable because the range of each 

includes negative values and this does not seem to be reasonable for 

claims, premiums or loss ratio. It is for these reasons that trun- 

cated normal distribution is more appropriate. 

Actually the reinsurer can not limit his maximum liability under 

any particpated cover to twice the mean of claims. Therefore, the 

degree of skewness of the distribution to the right will depends upon: 

1- The non-proportional covers in the portfolio. 

2- The reinsurers underwriting policy. 

3- The competition in the market. 

4- The number of covers in the portfolio. 

1. Wit and Kaslelijn (1980) have found that the maximum claim ratio 

according to the weibull distribution is similar to the maximun claim 

A form of TAbibull distribution with the shape of 
parameter = 3.25 is almost identical with the unit normal 
distribution (Mann, 1970). 
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ratio on the basis of a Beta distribution,, when Beta is transformed 

using the maximum loss as a correction factor. Comparing their 

results with the results we get from the weibull and truncated normal, 

it found that when the probability of ruin decreased from 1% to 0.03 

%, the maximum loss ratio increased from 115 % to 130 % for Beta and 

from 115.4 % to 130.2 % for transformed Beta, and from 113.9 % to 136 

% for the Weibull distribution, of the density function (Mann, 1970). 

(x) = ca -1 (x/a)c-1 exp [ -(x/a) c]x>, 

x<0 

The maximun likelihood estimators c, a the scale and shape 

parameters respectively, satisfy the equations: 

_1 1/2 

nnc 
-1 -1 1 

-5 Xci log xi) xi, n log x 
i=l 

In practice, when the portfolio contains a considerable number of 

non-proportional covers (which have tended to increase in recent 

years) the frequency of zero claims as the loss ratio may not itself 

be zero. Therefore the single truncated normal distribution seems to 

be more satisfactory and we can use "K" as the normalizing constant 

such that: 
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f 00 

f(x) dx 
0 

Where 

1 (X _p 
EXP [-- -- 1 

K 
/2 

7r ar 01 

00 

Kf e-1/2t 
2 dt 

V2 
7r 00 

2 
-1/2t 

2 dt fe 

C2 
7r -00 

= ý- ju ) (5.9) 

This can easily be obtained from the cumulative standard normal 

distribution table as: 

E 

ý' (2E) =ý (--) 

Or, 

... (5.10) 

Applying this to the CECD data (Wit and Kastelijn,, 1980) for the 

period 1976-1978, the solvency margins are considerably greater than 

those from the Beta and Weibull as follows: 
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LOSS RATIO MARGINS 

Probability of ruin 1% 0.1 % 0.03 % 

Beta 45.0 60.0 

Beta transformed 45.4 56.6 60.2 

Weibull 43.9 55.6 60.6 

Truncated normal 45.2 59.8 65.8 

Whatever the distribution used to obtain the optimal retention to 

reduce the ruin probability, it is important to determine the maximurn 

claims (for any group of covers) which the reinsurer is prepared to 

bear in any year. This is limited by the total net premium in the 

portfolio TP 3, and the free resources and fund Ui which are related to 

these covers. Then: 

rip i+ui> max TC i 

where the maximum severity of risk 

=. 1/2 aj V(Tc) for the normal distribution. 

=ai V(Tc) lim P>ý, C>45 
for single truncated normal and 

Vk-ibull distributions. and aj is a factor to keep max(Tc)j of the 

equilibrium level 

TP i+bjUj= TCj + Kj aj V V(Tc) lim P>§, C>E 

... (5.11) 

We assume here that TP., u. and TC. have been adjusted 
for investment return Ld ior inflation rate. 
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. Where Ki is the number of reinsurance covers in class j portfolio, 

and bj is safety factor (as a percentage) of free reserves depending 

on the other classes free reserves and the degree of risk. When the 

values of ai and V (Tc) lim P>p, C>ZF are known with a degree of con- 

fidence then: 

Max TC TC + Kj aj . ý/V(Tc)lim >g, c>6 iP 

And the probability of claims exceeding the maximum limit according 

to the weibull distribution will be : 

P (Tc > mAx Tc) =1-a= EXP [- (MAX TC/a) c, 

This can be canpared with the probability obtained fran the single 

truncated normal where 

P (TC > MAX TC) =1- [P (TC 
,< MAX TC) I [K] -1 

The reinsurer could reduce this probability by increasing Uj or 

minimizing V(Tc)lim using any of the risk management tools discusse 

earlier as well as the retrocession policy which will aim to minimize 

V(Tc): Lim for the reinsurer's portfolio, but in sane cases it pays more 

attention to the loss ratio where the result should not exceed a limit 

of the m. ximLm loss ratio MLR. Using the same notation: 

-I (TP i)(u+ TP < MLR 

And MLR =RI+ aj . 
ýV(r) 

lim p>ptc>a 
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Then : (TP i) _1 
(bj Uj + TP i)= Rj + aj4V (r) 1 irn P>P, c> c 

where Uj /TPj is the solvency ratio 'Ur'* 

ur= Rj -1 + aj V -V(r) 
jjmpý, P,, cý, c when bj = 1. 

... (5.14) 

The probability of net loss ratio exceeding the maximum limit can 

be determined using the same equation (5.12,5.13). This probability 

will be considered as the important factor not only in fixing the op-- 

timum retention limits but also in choosing the optimal retrocession 

covers. 

5.2.3 Retrocession Covers 

Retrocession is defined as the reinsurance taken out by the rein- 

surer in order to obtain relief from part of the risk he has assumed 

(Gerathewhol, 1980). Retrocession cover is considered the main device 

used by the reinsurer to gain the stability required in his under- 

writing result and to provide the necessary protection against insol- 

vency and financial strains 

Not only as a result of changes in the original risk fac- 
tors, but also as a result jointly of the risk of incor- 
rect figures being applied to calculate premiums and the 
risk of false estimates in assessing claims reserves, 
Bohlman and Jewell (1978), Borch (1961); Benjamin (1977) 
and others have given attention to the optimal risk 
changes with interest of the economic utility function to 
justify choosing pareto or the optimal form of rein- 
surance covers. 
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Then the reinsurer's decision for selecting the proper type of 

retention retrocession cover will depend upon: 

1- The variance of each category of risks. 

2- The ruin probability margin. 

3- The data and information available for the individual risks. 

4- The cost of each cover and its relation to the reduction in the 

variance. 

5- The maximum probable loss and its relation to the capital and 

free reserves. 

6- The class of business. 

7- The retention limits assumed. 

8- The flexibility of the underwriting policy. 

9- The type of reinsurance covers included in the portfolio. 

10- The competition in national and international markets. 

11- The economic factors affecting insurance and reinsurance busi- 

ness. 
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Retrocession covers, as for reinsurance covers, are classified into: 

A- proportional covers 

B- non-proportional covers 

5.2.3.1 The Proportional covers 

Under these covers the reinsured and reinsurer share premiums and 

claims according to a predetermined percentage. 11be arrangement may 

take one of the following foms: 

(l)- The quota share covers 

In this form the reinsurer accepts a fixed proportion on each risk 

accepted by the reinsured and included in the cover. It is used in 

all classes of insurance but is almost essential in proportional 

retrocession covers because it is not based so much on individual 

risks or losses, but rather on the overall risk portfolio, 
* 

Therefore the technical result for business retained will be iden- 

tical to that of the business reinsured. 7he insurer and reinsurer 

are interested to find out what exactly the effect the quota share 

covers have on the variance of results. This can be studied according 

to formula 3.5 as follows: 

Where the premiums and claims bordereaux for the rein- 
surance are replaced by quarterly summary accounts. 
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a=1-b is the ceded share. Then: 

c- ac c- ac 2 or(c) 
ca)V 

(C) 

where 02 = The variance of retained portfolio and 

Cý (C) Rý(I-b )2 . V(C) 

where 02(c) R= The variance of retrocession cover then: 

()2 (C) 
c 

+02 (C) R(Ia)2V 
(C) + (1 -b)2 V(C) 

V(C) B 

where B( 2a - 2a 2 
and 

B>0 as 2a > 2a 2 
and 0<a> 

Then v (C) -v (C) 
c-v 

(C) R>0 

and v (P) -v (P) 
c-v 

(P) R>0 and 

Term of 2R > (p - P) (c - c) = 2R cov(p, c) / V(C) V(P) 

So that: 

V (r) 
c-V 

(r) R>0 

>V (r) 
c+ 

V(r) R 

This means that using quota share covers will reduce the variance 

in retained portfolio by an amount exceeding the variance in the 

retrocession quota. This reduction becomes a Maximum when a(l -a) 

is a maximum ie. when the quota share is 50 %. In cases where the 

retention share is some other percentage such as K% Benktander (1980) 
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has explained that the remaining variance will be apportioned between 

the ceding company and reinsurer in inverse proportion to their 

respective risks (ac and ar respectively) where: 

1 ac 
D. max -. V[ -- -1 

2 ac + ar 

and 
ar ar 

-I 
ac ac + ar 

(2)- Surplus covers 

In surplus covers the reinsured and the reinsurer share a fixed 

percentage for each risk according to a schedule of retention limits. 

This method is used by the reinsurer only in limited cases and where 

the full details about the individual risk covered under the rein- 

surance are available ie. in the case of: 

1- The campulsory cessions 

2- Facultative covers 

It appears that the analysis of the quota share covers may extend 

to apply to the surplus cover only for policies within the liability 

limits of surplus covers. But for all the portfolios the result of 

retained business will differ considerably from the result of the 

retrocession cover. Also the variance of the retrocession business 

will exceed the variance of the retained account because the number of 
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policies included in retrocession cover is less while the dispersion 

of premiums and claims is wider. Then both parties will not carry 

equal shares in all risks and: 

V(r) 
c<V 

(r) <V (r) 

(3)- Compulsory cession 

In some countries the national reinsurance ccmpany is obliged to 

accept a fixed percentage from all business written in the domestic 

market by the insurance companies which are equally obliged to cede 

these percentages with all bordereaux of premiums and claims required. 

Then the reinsurer portfolio from these cession can be treated by the 

same methods and techniques used by direct insurer. 

(4)- Facultative covers 

In facultative covers each risk accepted is an individual rein- 

surance contract and valid for the duration of original Policy, nor- 

mally for one year, and subject to all conditions of the original con- 

tract. It is mainly used to protect against the insufficiency of the 

predetermined capacity (the retention plus treaty covers) or because 

the automatic covers have been used up or the risk is excluded from 

these covers. The same analyses of surplus covers are applicable for 

facultative covers. 
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(5)- Pools arrangement 

Pools are established for underwriting very special risks on behalf 

of the members or as a method of reinsurance or retrocession to 

protect their portfolio against large losses. It is considered as a 

kind of direct co-operation between the members in facing risks and 

reducing the management costs. It operates with varying methods and 

conditions but always on a quota share basis. 

Bohman and Grenader (1980) have suggested a mutual reinsurance 

scheme depending on the participating canpanies caLUtitting themselves 

to dividing the claims exceeding a certain amount between them. 

5.2.3.2 Non- Proportinal Covers 

rihis system is concerned with the size of the loss or liability 

which is distributed between parties according to fixed amounts rather 

than to fixed proportions. Then there is no direct relationship 

between the technical result of cover and the result of the original 

portfolio. Consequently the follow of fortune of the reinsured is ap- 

plied in a very limited sense (Group 201,1980). The method is used 

to protect the reinsured's portfolio against the fluctuation of the 

experience from year to year (which is due to the randam fluctuation 

covered in formula (3.7 ). 
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(I)- Excess of Loss Covers 

This cover protects the reinsured fran the large losses resulting 

fran one risk (working excess of loss) or from one event (catastrophic 

excess of loss) which exceeds his priority 

Although some writers have thought that this cover does not reduce 

the risk (Toma, 1938), Benkander (1980) has explained that the total 

variance reduction due to this cover when the claim size distribution 

is pareto with a>z is: 

2n 
vI -V = -- 2 1; 

- cr a- 1 

Where V= The total variance in excess of M0 

V1= The variance M0-M 

V2 = !; he variance M-M1 

and he found (Vc+ VR has a maximum when 

a 
M< 

a2 

which is written in practice as 

a-i 
M= 

Th,: ý priority is dq=fin%=u ils Lhte ýddC)Uflt which ccdi be 
retained for own account on any one loss or event. Un- 
fortunately the reinsurer is not in a position to use 
this method for all of his portfolio owing to the lack of 
information provided to him about the reinsurance cover. 
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where all losses up to the lower limit M0 and all losses above the 

upper limit M, are born by the ceding campany. 

In fact it is impossible to protect the main reinsurer portfolio 

(from obligatory covers) using this form of covers. But if each cover 

is considered as a separate policy, then the reinsurer could protect 

his portfolio against losses which exceed a predetermined amount from 

any reinsurance cover instead of the amount of loss resulting from any 

one risk or event (see 5.5). This will protect the reinsurer against 

the increase in losses due under any single cover beyond those ex- 

pected. These are mainly due to: 

I- The random changes in the original risk factors. 

2- The catastrophic losses which may affect any individual rein- 

surance cover. 

3- Errors in fixing the premium rate for the original policy or the 

reinsurance cover. 

4- The effects of changes in the political and economic climate. 

5- The "target risks" and accumulation which arise fran inward 

treaty acceptance. 
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(2)- Stop Ioss Covers 

Stop loss covers protect the reinsured portfolio from the heavy ef- 

fects of losses in one branch or more. It is considered to be the 

main method of non-proportional covers which can be used by the rein- 

surer as it depends on the whole portfolio. The most common use of 

this form is for the protection of department accounts which already 

have proportion or excess of loss protecton or both. These covers 

operate only if the reinsured's loss ratio or total claims exceed a 

predetermined figure C, up to a maximum of limit C2 . Then the claims 

CR will be: 

0c<cI 

cRc-c1cI<c<c 

c2-cIc2<c 

This means, the net premiums will depend on the claims or on the 

loss ratio distributions* and equal E(C R)' 

C2 

where PR "2 E (C R) : '- 

j(c-c 

df (c) 

cl 

00 

c2- Cl 

f 

df (c) 

C2 

For the reinsurer portfolio we have assumed to have a 
single truncated normal distribution. 
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when the upper limit = 00 

00 
E (C 

Rc- cl) 

ie. C2= c* Then 

2 
exp 1/2 C dc 

2 7r 

Benktander (1980) has studied a large group of distributions when 

C=E and found that the risk premium in this special case can be 

approximately calculated by the formula 

u 
e(E) = lim P'( k) = 

)-. -- 00 1/ 27r 

where E= Expected value of the distribution 

>.. =E2/ 

For the single truncated normal where 0<X< oo 

We get: 

E (C) 
C- c 

K 27r C cr 

Then E(C) = (T/ K 
ý27r 

(c-C, )2 
exp[ - 

2C, 2-- )l dc 

where "K" is constant which depends on "E" and "(71 
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1 
then we can compare P (X) and --- using canulative 

KV -27r 

probability of the standard normal distribution table. 

-x e 
where PW = -- - 

K r(X +1 

K 1/K V27-T P 

1 0.8413 0.474 0.437 

2 0.9213 0.306 0.322 

3 0.9584 0.240 0.234 

4 0.9773 0.203 0.200 

5 0.9875 0.180 0.177 

6 0.9919 0.164 0.162 

7 0.9960 0.152 0.150 

8 0.9977 0 . 141 0.140 

9 0.9987 0.133 0.132 

10 0.9992 0.126 0.125 

20 1.0000 0.089 0.089 

This suggests that when X> 10 the skewness in the distribution* 

tends to equal zero ie. approaching to the normal. Even when X< 10 

it is close to the normal and on the safe side. In general case the 

values of E(C) can be determined using the table of unit normal loss 

integral according to the mean and variance of claims (table 5.3), 

where 
)ý'- 

T was calculated from generated data which was trancated in 

different points. 

Sundt (1982) studied the stOP loss Premium when the claim 
number distribution is negative and geometrical. Also 
Vylder, Paid and Gooverts (1983) have studied the upper 
and lower boursds of stop lu6s prt:, -ajujj. 
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Alternative covers 

The reinsurer is impolled by the nature of his portfolio to look 

for other types of retrocession covers to reduce the severity of 

various risks to which he is exposed. These new types should take in- 

to consideration: 

1- The lack of data and information for any individual risk in the 

portfolio. 

2- The possibility of adopting classical types of covers for ap- 

plications to protect the reinsurer's portfolio. 

3- The additional risks which are correlated to the reinsurance 

business. 

4- The variance in portfolio for any group of covers. 

The "TCNNER" cover is an example of the reinsurers efforts to get 

over the accumulation risk in the absence of the necessary information 

about the risk. 

(j)- Excess variance covers 

The reinsurer is interested in reducing the variance in his port- 

folio's loss ratio as well as in claims and to keep them within ap- 

propriate limits. Thus the bounds of the protection cover (for all 

the portfolio) could be based directly on the variance of claims or 

loss ratio at the end of th calendar year and after affecting all 

other retrocession covers where: 
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The lower bound LC =C + S, %/ V (Tc) for claims 

L =R +S1V V(r) for loss ratio r 

and the upper bound Uc = C + Su V-Vq-(Tc) for claims 

= [J R ý/ V (r) +S for loss ratio r u 

I 

Where SI and Su are constant multiples of standerd deviation. In 

this case the bounds will not be predetermined as they depend on the 

variation of result. The pure premium can easily be detemined ac- 

cording to the distribution of loss ratio for the retained account. 

(l)- Excess of claims cover 

r1his cover may be used to protect the reinsurer from the excess of 

claims#, under any reinsurance cover in his portfolio , above a fixed 

amount such as 150 % of loss ratio. The technique of excess loss 

covers and order statistics can be used to determine the net praniLm 

and the limits of liabilities. 

- (3)- Currency cover 

The monetary risks are caused by unpredictable economic factors. 

They affect not only the reinsurance business but extend to affect the 

stability of the international reinsurance business. Men when the 

severity of these risks are detemined (see 4.3), the reinsurance cover 

is the main protection available. This needs an extensive study of 

the many national and international economic factors in addition to 

the the use of insurance and reinsurance techniques. 
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5.2.4 Technical Reserves 

Benjamin (1977) devided the technical reserves into six categories. 

They are: unexpired premium reserves, unexpired risk reserves, out- 

standing claims reserves, I. B. N. R. reserves, catastrophe reserve. 

The reinsurer follows the reinsured or the direct insurer in regards 

to his estimation of outstanding claims reserves and I. B. N. R. 

reserves for the business covered by the reinsurance and the retroces- 

sion covers. For the other kinds of reserves the reinsurer relies in 

his estimation mainly on: 

1- His portfolio past experience. 

2- The nature of risks covered. 

3- The territory of risk covered. 

4- The maximum liability. 

5- The efficiency of his retrocession program. 

6- Inflation rate and other economic factors. 

The problem faced by the reinsurer is the delay in receiving the 

reinsured's estimation especially when his financial year is different 

or when the reserves are included in the accounts only by regulation 

rules or are based on a percentage depending on the system used. 

Premium reserve is always determined using a half, eighth 
or twentyýfourth system. 
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But generally these reserves are determined for each cover ac- 

cording to the nature of the risk covered and they should be suf- 

ficient for each cover; each department and for the whole portfolio, 

to protect the reinsurer against the variation in his results. 

For any risk when the other methods of protection are not valid 

such as for monetary risks, until now, reserving is considered the 

main device for protecting the reinsurer from severity of risk in the 

long run. 

5.3 Contractual Devices 

iRetrocession contract contains many conditions or clauses which 

achieve a balance required between the rights and liabilities of each 

part. Sane of these clauses affect directly the severity of the ad- 

ditional risks caused by economic factors. The main clauses are: 

5.3.1 The Index Clause 

In non-proportional covers, where the claims are subject to changes 

as a result of inflation, the burden of inflation may not be 

distributed in the same proportion (see 3.5). The effects of the 

stability clause is to maintain the monetary relatively between 

cedant's and reinsurer's liability by increasing both by the rate of 

inflation (Benjamin,, 1977). Then the index, for the interval between 

the occurrence date and settlement data of claims, is the basis of 

sharing the burden of inflation. 
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In practice, this interval may start on a fixed date whatever the 

year of the event's occurrence (some times many years before it). 

ribis exposes the reinsured to risk because it affects the limits of 

actual claims. For example, if the annual rate of inflation is 7.5 % 

and the inception date was 1981, then a claim (amount of L 12900) 

which sittled in 1984 will be shared as follows: 

before inflation after inflation 

amomt of claim 12000 12900 

Based on 1981 index 

- the reinsured's share 10000 12900 

- the rinsurer's share 2000 0 

Based on 1983 index 

- the reinsured's share 10000 10750 

- the reinsurers share 2000 2150 

Therefore the index interval should start with the occurrence date 

and not any other date. 

5.3.2 Currency Fluctuation Clause 

This clause gives attention only to the changes in nOn-proportion's 

limits as a result of the currency movement so is to make both parties 

share it in the same proportion as the claims would be apportioned if 

there had been no currency movement. This clause should extend to 

protect the reinsurer fran other risks which have been explained 

ealier and are connected with the rate of exchange used for books,, ac- 
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counts, retrocession covers, reserves and settlement of balances where 

several currencies are involved. 

5.3.3 Other Clauses 

The other clauses reducing the severity of the additional risks, 

faced by the reinsurer involve the profit camnission, premium and loss 

reserve deposits, portfolio entry and withdrawal. 

5.4 Summary 

Ibducing the severity of risk is the main function of risk manage- 

ment. 7he tools which are used will differ from industry to industry, 

but in general involve both technical and contractual devices. 

For reinsurance, the technical devices studied involved the evalua- 

tion of risks and their severity using the semivariance of loss ratio. 

Also the retention policy and the main factors affecting the retention 

limits were analysed according the questionnaire data. The main 

retrocession covers and their effect on the severity of risks as well 

as the technical reserves were discussed. In regard to the contrac- 

tual methods in reinsurance the main clauses affecting the severity of 

risk such as the stability clause and currency clause were verified. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

SUMMARY OF CCNCLUSICNS 

Risk definition should give more attention to causative factors 

which are the subject matter of interest of economic, industrial, 

political and social studies. The profitability of general insurance 

requires to be safeguarded by the application of rational procedures 

for the classification and assessment of risks (Benjamin, 1977). The 

risks faced by the reinsurer are varied and may be classified with 

distinction between the original risk covered and the additional risks 

which are related to the reinsurance business as aa commercial enter- 

prise. 

Changes in the exchange rate affect the reinsurance result and 

technique as well as the international reinsurance business and pre- 

vent the statistics from truly reflecting the risks run by the rein- 

surers. Thus, a fixed rate of exchange and a method of isolating the 

monetary losses is suggested. 

The semivariance of total claims depending on the loss ratio is a 

better measure of the severity of risk in reinsurance portfolios as it 

takes into account the variation in premiums as well as in claims. 

11hen it can be used in the determination of the optimal retention and 

retrocession covers. 

ne claim and loss ratio distribution for the reinsurer portfolio 

may differ fran those for the direct insurer portfolios. The single 
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truncated normal and weibull may be the better approximation according 

to the nature of the portfolio. Thus many of the mathematical models 

for retention, underwriting, reserves, reinsurance covers are not 

valid for the reinsurer. Only a sample of risk premium for non- 

proportional covers with different point of lower boundary is 

tabulated as an example. Full tables may help the reinsurance 

greatly. 

The main clauses in the retrocession contracts should be changed to 

provide for the actual protection required wether for reducing the 

severity of risks or the chance of their occurrence. 

Sane reinsurance covers may be applied to the retrocession covers 

such as excess of loss for quota share and surplus covers. Also a 

retrocession cover should be studied by the reinsured to protect his 

portfolio and his reinsurers against the monetary risks. 

6.2 Suggestion for Further Research 

The changes in exchange rates significantly affect the technical 

and financial results, which differ according to the method used. 

Estimation of these effects and fixing the regression relationship 

will help the reinsurer to correct his result. 7his depends on ade- 

quate observational data. 

Computerizing the reinsurer's underwriting and retention decisions 

require quantitative data of all the factors discussed here which in- 

volve econanic, financial, technical and political factors. 
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APPENDIX NO: CNE 

THE QUESTIONNAIRE DATA 

(A)- STUDING OF COVER'S RESULTS 

Please find hereunder some factors which may affect the results of 

the reinsurance covers; there are four possibilties for the effect of 

each factor: 

- Factor hasn't any effect 

- Factor has weak effect 

- Factor has medium effect 

- Factor has strong effect 

Would you please, from your experience as underwriter for (Branch) 

remark (tick) the box showing the best answer. 

Factor I think that factor has 

NO WEAK MEDIUM STXNG 
EFFECT EFFECT EFFECT EFFECT 

1. The risks included in the cover 0.8 
2. Past experience of cover 2.2 
3. The limits of liability of cover 0.8 
4. The ceding ccmpany retention 2.2 
5. Geographic area of cover 6.0 
6. Type of covers 

(QIS, surplus, XL,, stop loss) 6.8 
7. Premium rate 0.0 
8. Other factors added by the underwriters. 

- Indexation (in XL) 
- Lack of underwriting 
- Claims. handling 
- Level of deductible 
- Exchange rate of currency 
- The ceding company moral attitude 

8.2 14.9 76.1 
11.9 50.1 35.8 
14.3 48.08 36.1 
18.1 41.4 38.3 
15.7 40.3 38.0 

7.6 36.7 48.9 
2.3 23.5 74.2 
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(B)- UNDERtWITING DECISION 

Please find hereunder some factors which may have effect on 

your underwriting decision, also there are four possibilties for the 

the effect of each factor. Would you please mark (tick) the box 

showing the best answer: 

Factor 

NO WEAK MEDIUM STRCNG 
EFFECT EFFECT EFFECT EFFECT 

1. The past experience of cover 0.0 
2. Commission and other charges 0.0 
3. The financial position 

of ceding co. 0.0 
4. The relationship with 

the ceding co. 0.0 
5. The reciprocity 22.7 
6. The personal relationship 16.2 
7. Limits of retention 

(for your company) 0.1 
8. Retrocession covers 15.2 
9. The ceding company 

underwriting policy 0.0 
10. The competition in 

reinsurance market 10.8 
11. Political aspects 16.4 
12. The economic position 

of ceding co. 's country 6.3 
13. Other factors added by the underwriters 

I think that factor has 

- Ceding cmpany management 
- Habits of paying balance 
- Prospective of profitability 
- accounting system 
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8.2 39.6 52.2 
4.5 46.3 49.2 

25.6 37.6 36.8 

25.8 47.7 26.5 
35.6 32.6 9.1 
26.9 46.9 10.0 

18.8 44.4 36.1 
25.8 33.3 25.7 

0.0 25.4 75.4 

30.7 38.5 20.8 
26.6 43.0 14.0 

18.0 56.3 19.5 



(Q- UNDERWRITING IN GENERAL 

To answer the following please mark YES or NO 

(l)- Do you think that the underwriting: 

YES NO 

Is an art 32.3 67.7 
Is acquired by experience 99.2 0.8 
Needs personal characteristics and 
and pit background 79.3 20.7 
Needs scientific Background and some experience 74.0 26.0 
- other variables added by the underwriters 

- Needs inteligence and common sence. 

(2)- The underwriter's decision depends upon: 

YES NO 

His experience and ability as an underwriter 97.7 2.3 
The result of cover under investigation only 26.4 73.6 
the data in the offer 84.1 15.9 
The prediction of profititability by 
some formula 34.7 65.3 
other variables added by the underwriting 

Results of similar offers 
ACCL6, ulation 
Class experience 
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Do you agree with the idea that mathematical models: 

YES 

Are important for making underwriting decisions 30.4 
May be helpful in making underwriting decisions 91.3 
will not play any important 
part in underwriting 29.1 
Are already used 53.1 
other variables added by the underwriters 

- Are used for very special cases (nort-proportional) 
- Are already used but not enough 
- Are sensible and are used sensibly 

NO 

69.4 
8.7 

70.9 
46.9 

(4)- What do you think about cmputerizing the underwriting decision 

YES NO 
Sane factors' affect can not 
be qualitative 92.4 7.6 
It is already fully computerised 2.5 97.5 
It is already partly computerised 47.5 52.5 
It is a personal decision 85.2 14.8 
It is too complicated to be done by computer 52.5 47.5 
other variables added by the underwriters 

- It is a mixture ie. is part art and part science 
- Decision can not be computerized, but computer can 
ably assist underwriter in arriving at decision 

(5)- The main source of underwriting information are: 

YES NO 
His own experience 94.0 6.00 
Data mentioned in the offers 89.5 10.5 
His company file data 83.7 16.3 
His company reports 74.2 25.8 
other companies' reports 52.8 47.2 
Conference and Discussion 70.9 29.1 
other sourcs added by the underwriters 

- Publications 
- Insurance magazine 
- Other companies exoerience 
- Information provided by Lloyds 
- Courses, seminars, and review books 
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(D) - REMWICN 

Please find hereunder factors which may be considered in deter- 

mining the retention. Also there are four possibilities for the effect 

of each factor, please tick the box showing the best answer: 

Factor I think that factor has 

NO WEAK MEDIEN SM)NG 
EFFECT EFFECT EFFECT EFFECT 

1. PROFITABILITY OF COVERS ACCEPTED 7.6 
2. liability limits of covers 2.3 
3. The fluctuation in results 2.3 
4. Nature risks covered 0.1 
5. The frequency of losses 3.0 
6. Bulk of business (portfolio size) 6.6 
7. Accumulation 0.0 
8. The cost of retrocession 

(reinsurance) cover 3.1 
9. The main currencies of transaction 25.2 
10. The underwriting policy 0.0 
11. Capital and reserves 0.1 
12. Premium income 3.8 
13. Covers available in 

reinsurance market 6.9 
14. The government retrictions 20.9 
15. Management expenses 6.0 
16. Other factors added by the underwriters 

Alteration in clauses 
Current underwriting philosophy 

13.7 41.2 37.4 
6.9 24.4 66.4 

23.5 49.2 25.0 
1.6 31.8 65.9 
8.3 40.2 48.5 
9.8 46.7 36.9 
4.7 22.0 73.2 

43.1 48.8 14.0 
35.1 31.3 8.4 

4.6 27.7 67.7 
16.3 38.8 44.2 
24.6 37.7 33.8 

35.4 44.6 13.1 
36.4 19.4 22.5 
50.0 34.6 5.4 

To answer the following, please tick the box showing your openion: 

Retention is determined with: 

YES NO 

Establishing the"probability maximum loss" 76.0 24.0 
Analysing the factors affect the results 71.3 28.7 
Using a simple formula 48.7 51.3 
Using a complicated formula (computerized) 13.9 86.1 
Studing main risks and catastrophies experience 88.3 11.7 
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Studing reinsurance market capacity 
Analyse the fluctuation in technical result 

(F)- RENEWAL DECISION 

39.2 60.8 
68.3 31.7 

(l)- Please find hereunder some factors which may be considered in 

making decision on renewal the participation of the cover. Please 

tick the box showing the best answer. 

Factor I think that factor has 

NO WEAK MEDIUM STRCNG 
EFFECT EFFECT EFFECT EFFECT 

1. Tiechnical result of cover 
(the profitability) 0.0 0.0 1.5 78.5 

2. The result of reciprocity 9.8 25.6 41.4 23.3 
3. Outstanding losses 6.1 4.5 33.3 56.1 
4. Premium income 5.2 16.4 50.0 28.4 
5. Settlement of balances 0.0 9.9 35.1 55.0 
6. Monetary restrictions 0.1 22.1 32.5 44.3 
7. Changes in clauses 9.1 33.9 51.2 5.8 
B. The changes in the ceding share 7.4 48.4 32.8 11.5 
9. The relationship with 
10. The ceding company 0.0 19.7 43.9 36.4 
11. Other factors added by the underwriters 

- Changes in primary market pricing 
- Changes in underwriting policy of the ceding company 
- Class trends 
- Probablity of the future profit 

Tb answer the following, please tick the box showing your opinion. 

Do you think the following factors are consiaerea in prepctrirxj 

the technical result of the reinsurance covers ? 
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YES NO 

Changes in rate of exchange 
for foreign currencies 85.8 14.2 
The interest on premium 59.5 40.5 
The interest on claims paid 49.6 50.4 
Incurred but not report events 88.5 11.5 
The outstanding losses 99.2 0.8 
The management expenses 69.3 30.7 

The results are prepared: 

YES NO 

Manually 55.8 44.2 
With original currencies 77.9 22.1 
After transfer items to the national currency 69.7 30.3 
Partly computerized 55.9 44.1 
Fully computerized 30.1 69.9 

The renewal decision: 

YES NO 

Depends on the technical results 99.2 0.8 
Is a personal decision 79.1 20.9 
Is partly computerized 31.3 68.7 
Fully computerized 0.0 100.0 
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APPENDIX NO: IWO 

The text of the clauses is as follows: 

A- UNDERWRITING POLICY CLAUSE 

The tariffs and policies used in the classes of insurance falling 

within the scope of the treaty shall form an integral part of the 

treaty. The REINSURED shall inform the REINSURER of any significant 

changes which are effected in these documents. 

The PEINSURED undertakes not to introduce any change in its 

established acceptance and underwriting policy in respect of the 

classes of insurance covered under this treaty without prior approval 

by the REINSURER. Any proportional reinsurance arrangement relating 

thereto shall be maintained or deemed to be maintained unaltered. 

B- FOLLOW THE FORTUNE CLAUSE 

Subject to the stipulation and limitations of this treaty,, the 

pEINSURER assumes the risk that the REINSURED becomes liable to pay 

under his insurance contracts including cover notes, to this extent 

the PEINSURER follows the fortunes of the REINSURED. 

The REINSURED shall be free tO COnduct as he thinks fit all busi- 

ness falling under this treaty. 7he measures and decisions taken by a 
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responsible official, an employee or the outside services of the REIN- 

SURED as regards the risks falling under the insurance contracts and 

cover notes shall be binding on the REINSURER,, unless such measure or 

decision is manifestly in breach of the interests of the REINSURER. 

Failer to take a measure or decision shall be deemed a "measure" or 

"decision" within the meaning of this clause. 

The REINSURED shall at their sole discretion make payments on ac- 

count, grant interest-free loans, compromise, settle or pay ex-gratia 

any claim or investigate, resist, contest, defind or recover any claim 

by legal proceeding or otherwise, undertake salvage or other opera- 

tions and generally take any steps or measure, legal or otherwise, 

which in their judgment steps or may be beneficial for the defence, 

safeguard and/or recovery of the interests insured and the REiNsuRER 

shall be bound by the REINSURED's decision in all such matters and 

shall contribute a poroportionate share of all payments, loans, charge 

costs and expenses (except salaries of the REINSURED's officials) 

legal or otherwise but shall be entitled to a proportinate share of 

any salvage or recoveries. 

C- RIGHT OF INSPECTION CLAUSE 

The REINSURER, at any time during normal office houreS and at any 

place where they shall beý kept, inspect the IREINSURED's records, 

books, accounts, and any documents relating to business covered under 
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this treaty, but where arbitration or legal proceeding are pending 

between the parties hereto this right of inspection shall only be ex- 

ercised through a representative who is not an employee of the REIN- 

SURER. 

The REINSURER shall advice the REINSURED of his intention to exer- 

cise his right of inspection at least forty-eight hours in advance. 

The REINSURER's right of inspection shall exist as long as one of 

the parties hereto has a claim against the other party originating 

from business arising under this treaty, even after its termination. 

Upon request, the PEINSURED shall supply the PEINSURER, at the 

REINSURER expense, with copies of the whole or any part of the REIN- 

SURED's record, books, accounts and any documents relating to business 

ceded mder this treaty. 

D- EXCLUSIONS CLAUSE 

it is agreed that, in addition to the exclusions specified in the 

SPECIAL CCNDITIONS, this treaty shall not apply to: 

obligatory reinsurance or retrocession treaties 

It is further agreed that fran the scope of this treaty shall be 

excluded any loss directly or indirectly caused by: 
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(a)- war, invasion, act of foreign enemy, hositilities or war-like 

operations (whether war be decleared or not), civil war. 

(b)- Mutiny, civil commotion assuming the proportions of or 

amounting to a popular rising, military rising, insurrection, 

rebellion revolution, military or usurped power, or any act of 

any person acting on behalf of or in connection with any or- 

ganization with activity directed towards the overthrow by 

force of its goverment de jure or de facto or to the in- 

fluencing of it by terrorism or violence. 

E- CURRENCY CIAUSE 

j 

Cession shall be made in the original currencies but accounts shall 

be rendered and settled in ... FOR this purpose other currencies 

shall be converted into .... at the rates at which the original pay- 

ments to or by the REINSURED were taken into the REINSURED's books, or 

failing this at the rate of exchange ruling on the last day of the 

month in which the payments were taken in foreign currency in the ccm- 

pany's branch or agency account. The REINSURED shall not be obliged 

to alter cession already made on policies in foreign currencies as a 

result of fluctuation in the rate of exchange, and the REINSURER shall 

be liable for their share of losses and expenses as converted into 

.... 
in the manner set above. 

For calculation of gross retention in the case of currencies other 

than ..... the mean rate of exchange ruling on the last day of the 

month at which the policy is closed shall be used. 
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F- STABILITY CLAUSE 

It is the intention of this treaty that the deductible of the PEIN- 

SURED and the limit of the liability of the REINSURER as set out in 

the SPECIAL CCNDITICNS shall retain their relative values which exist 

at 

At the date of payment of any claim the change in relative monetary 

value shall be ascertained frcm the latest available index of 

If the index figure at the date of payment of a claim shows a 

variation of more than 10 % from ...... then the deductible of the 

REiNSURED and the limit of the liability of the REIMURER shall be in- 

creased in the index from ..... to the date of payment of the claim. 

The date of payment of any claim for the purpose of this treaty 

shall be deemed to be as follows: 

If no award is made by the court, the actual date upon which 

payment is made by the REINSURED, 

(b)- The date an award is made by a court (if no Apeal is made) , 
The date an award is made by the Apeal Court if the case goes 

to Apeal, 

(d)- In the event of a loss being settled in more than one payment, 

not withstanding anything to the contrary contained in sub- 

paragraphs a), b), and c) above,, any advance payment in respect 
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of any claimant and the index used at the time of the final 

payment shall be the one employed to ascertain the deductible 

of the REINSURED and the limit of the liability of the REIN- 

SURER in respect of all payments to the respective claimant. 
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